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It’s the real inflatable board for everyone.
Easy to be paddled and easy to be inflated and rolled up.
Thanks to its special lightweight technology with one middle PVC
fabric stripe to increase stifness
and a lightweight dropstitch body, the EVO SUP becomes the perfect
choice for the family or for any type of use, from lakes to waves!

ENJOY AND EVOLVE!

4MM DIECUT CROCODILE
SKIN EVA PAD

900GR/M2 PVC COPPER ROLL BELT

HI-DENSITY
DROPSTITCH
FILAMENTS
900GR/M2 SUBLIMATED RAIL PVC BAND
900GR/M2 PVC COPPER ROLL BELT

PRELAMINATED DOUBLE LAYER DROPSTITCH

KID - ALLROUND - TOURING WINDSUP
8’4” - 10’4” - 12’0”
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is August 2018 with a
deadline of submissions on July 1st. Technical
Information: Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word
file with 800-1200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk.
Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word
file or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you.
SUP Mag UK encourages contributions of any nature but
reserves the right to edit to the space available. Opinions
expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The
publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not
necessarily mean that the parent company, 2b Graphic
Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

editor’s note

Consolidation
Over the last few months I’ve heard a number of comments
regarding SUP’s growth from industry insiders and where
we’re at now. Often labelled as ‘the fastest growing
watersport’ stand up paddling has seen rapid expanse since
its inception.
Those who are aware will appreciate that standing and paddling a
craft isn’t new by any means. Ancient peoples were doing this sort
of thing long before us. But in its current form SUP is indeed still
young. As with anything, however, things would (at some point)
slow down (as far as sales of kit goes). And here we are. There’s still
as much interest in stand up paddling, and SUP ain’t going
nowhere, but from an industry point of view SUP is in a state of
consolidation.
Established brands who laid solid foundations at the start will
continue to evolve and stride forwards. Those fly by nights looking
to make a fast buck may find things harder and therefore not
stand the test of time – especially within the ever popular
inflatable market.
So where does that put you the consumer? In theory higher
quality products should become widely available with less chance
of duff purchases being made. If there are less rubbish brands out
there then this makes sense. The downside is that 200 quid
inflatable option might disappear. Although the term ‘downside’ is
only perception. You may end paying slightly more for your float
toy but ultimately you’ll be getting something of higher spec with
more performance that’ll increase your enjoyment levels no end.

SUP surfing
Another area of interest is the niche within the niche of SUP
surfing. Rewind ten years or so and thoughts were that paddlers
would explode the line ups around the globe and wave sliding with
‘stick’ in hand would dominate – for better or worse. This simply
hasn’t been the case, for various reasons.
One such opinion is that surf SUPs were pushed too performance
(read small and technical) too quick. Whilst the best of the best
demand this type of sled most of us could (and do) achieve all we
desire in waves with something that doesn’t require the balance of
a gymnast. Recently we’ve seen a shift back towards ‘bigger’
(sometimes wider, possibly longer and more voluminous) surf SUP
boards that are more user friendly. In a lot of cases you can use
these platforms for flat water cruising as well, thereby increasing
the versatility of your quiver.
So does this mean we’ll see those once put off by waves suddenly
heading out into the surf? Probably not. SUP attracts many riders
the majority of whom don’t come from wave riding or even ocean
going backgrounds. Whilst aspirations may be there for a few the
majority will probably stick to flat water venues possibly dabbling
with ripples from time to time if chances arise. A few may make
take the plunge fully, and numbers at surf spots could rise
incrementally year on year. As far as mass influx of paddle
wielding wave riders goes the haters can breathe a sigh of relief as
it won’t be happening anytime soon.
Enjoy the latest issue and we’ll see you out for a float.
Tez Plavenieks, July 2018
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz. Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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SPICE UP
Y
YOUR
PRACTICE
—
Yoga or Pilates is not a destination, it’s a way of

life, just like SUP. Take your practice to the water
and discover new ways to challenge yourself.
The stable platforms and carefully thought out
design features, combined with a premium deck
for your comfort makes our Fly Air Fit the ultimate
platform.

RIDER JULIA HOFGARTNER
PHOTO KLAAS VOGET

WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K66 UK LTD, T 01903 230577,, SALES@K-66.COM, W W W.K-66.COM

INFO@OSHHEASURF.COM
.
001758
58 613111
61
613111
3
WWW.OSHEASURF
.
.
.COM
ALICE SUP YOGA, PHOTO
O BY: TOBY LE RAY

New spots!

OLLIE
LADDIMAN
Words: Ollie Laddiman
Pics: Steve Laddiman, Patrick Mutargh
Ollie Laddiman is one of the most progressive SUP
surfers the UK has produced to date. Involved with stand
up from the early days he’s been a wave chaser and
competitor longer than most have actually been
paddling – not bad for someone still young. Recently
Ollie switched from long time supporter Escape to RRD
gear. And with success across the brine in Ireland,
during the annual IrishSUP Surf Classic 2018, we
thought it a good time to catch up with the Welsh ripper
and find out more.
Tell us how things have changed for you in the last few years with regards to stand up.
You’re now working full time. How has that impacted your SUP surfing?
To be honest I probably now have a bit more time on the water. Depending on what day it is
obviously. Some days at work we finish earlier than expected so can squeeze an after worker in.
Then on occasion, when the surf is good, and it’s a quiet day at work dad will let me have the day
off, which is pretty good of him!
Are you suffering through lack of surf time or still getting as much in the bag as ever?
Getting as much surf as ever, but that doesn’t mean I’m not suffering from lack of surf! It is still
pretty fickle up in N.Wales! Learning to drive has helped big time though.
Do you have to schedule and plan more these days to get your fix?
Haha! Not at all! When there’s surf I’ll do my best to be there.
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You’ve always been a competitor, mixing
it up both domestically and
internationally (when possible). Do you
get a buzz from events and comps? Would
you recommend it to others and if so why?
Definitely. The pressure of a 15 minute
heat is pretty intense in both good and bad
ways, it really makes you concentrate on
your surfing unlike when in a free surf. I’d
100% recommend entering or even just
going to watch a comp. I really like going to
the international competitions just to see
what the next level is; what I need to aim
for; and what I need to work on next.

There aren’t many young ‘uns involved
with SUP surfing and coming up
through the ranks. Do you see this
changing any time soon? What would
you say to encourage other paddlers
your age to get involved?
I’m not 100% sure on that one, I don’t
think we’re gonna have a spike of kids
coming into the sport. I’d say SUP surfing is
difficult to get into without parents having
a background in watersports, but I’d say
get down to your local centre, rent some kit
and give it a go! You won’t know that you
like it without doing so.

Where’s your fave place to compete?
Fave place to compete has to be in the Irish
SUP event. No questions asked! Just the
atmosphere, the people and (usually) a
week of good surf. Can’t beat that.

Do you see any new blood coming into
the sport your way? If so, who should we
be keeping an eye on?
Over our way (North Wales) there is pretty
much no interest at all. There are a few
summer chargers by the likes of Ollie Duke
and Henry Godber, but no serious interest
really. New blood you should be keeping an
eye on however is Mia and Lucy Hamilton
over in Ireland. Those guys are charging!

And SUP surf in general?
Again, it will have to be Ireland. The
number of reefs are amazing. As well as the
empty line ups, which are just such a treat!
Could do with being a touch warmer
though…
Where would you most like to surf given
the opportunity, and why?
I think it would be New Zealand because
again the possibility of warm, uncrowded
waves, is too good to miss.
Do you have a specific training regime
or is it simply about getting wet and
putting the hours in?
Does work count as training? Haha! Otherwise
it’s just get out there and go surfing. I do
really need to start training though.
Have any dietary requirements to help
with your riding?
Not really no. I am a vegetarian but I don’t
link it with riding. I just eat whatever really,
ideally something sugary.

How will you be helping RRD? Any plans
to get involved with R&D?
I suppose I’ll just be helping in a
promotional manor. R&D? I don’t think I
know enough about the dynamics of
boards to help out with that (yet).
Has it been weird transitioning from
custom gear to production sleds? What
have you noticed most from the switch
in kit?
The LongSUP obviously is massive
compared to my old one! This is 28” wide
whereas my custom was 24”. I was,
however, surprised to find it was still good
fun and was cracking to surf. It obviously
rides completely different, but still a hoot.
The iWave has super similar dimensions to
my old custom, surprisingly it was lighter
as well! When riding a custom I thought
wax was the way to go and deck pads were
stupid, but deck pads are actually really
good I’m now finding.

Talk us through your new gear and what
you’re riding these days.
New gear: the best thing you can get
through the post! I just moved over to RRD
as you said, and I’m now riding the 7’5
iWave Pro V2 as well as the LongSUP 9’0.
How did RRD’s support come about?
I think it came about as I am a team rider
for K4 Fins. Murray (Saunders) who runs K4
with Steve (Thorp) recently became the
importer for RRD in the UK. He heard they
were looking for a UK team rider and
passed my name across. They obviously
liked what they saw.

Between you and Aaron (Rowe) you’re
one of the most progressive SUP surfers
the UK has. Any plans to step up further
and take it to the world stage again?
I’d obviously like to! Whether I make
qualifying or not will be the final answer to
that question.
How do you think you’d fare against the
likes of Mo (Freitas), Zane (Schweitzer)
and crew?
Not a chance! Those guys are in a different
league still. They’re as good as I’d aspire to
be, but I’m still a long way off yet.
What part of your game do you think
you need to improve before you could
have a shot at the title, so to speak?
Probably everything. Wave selection,
commitment, radicalness. It all needs
working on.
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What do you have to do in return with
regards to exposure?
Post up some pics, hashtag a few things,
possibly go to a demo day or two and go to
as many comps as I can.

I really like going to the international
competitions just to see what the next
level is; what I need to aim for; and what I
need to work on next.

What advice would you give to aspiring
paddlers looking for sponsorship
opportunities?
Email anyone and everyone you can! Link
some radical pics, or vid clips, then hope for
a response.
Any team rider trips in the pipeline for
2018?
Not that I’m aware of no.
We spotted you’ve been surfing sans
paddle a few times. How’s this been for
you? Prefer it or just a different way to
slide?
I really enjoy it! Good to mix it up a bit, keeps
everything fresh. Usually only used in windy
conditions when a SUP is just no good.
Any plans to get involved in other
watersports, if so, what?
I suppose windsurfing is on the cards, but
that’s mainly when I get bullied out by dad,
haha! I think I do need to get on it though.
Thanks and praise?
Obviously a big thanks to RRD for taking me
on this year and sorting me out with some
quality kit. Of course a big thanks to Steve
Thorp from K4 Fins for the continued
support over the years. Then a thanks to
Funsport Rhosneigr for keeping me warm
through the winter with suits and general
kit. I suppose the old man (Steve Laddiman)
deserves a thanks as well for the slack work
hours and occasional snap he takes.
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* Add our 3K Carbon
adjustable paddle for only
£100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with
Carbon rails and
Honeycomb Carbon fins for
an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£499.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/
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America

SUP surprise
Words: S.Demercastel
Photos: Planetblow productions

I remember the feeling I had when I was young and I heard about Central
America. This place was tainted with a few caricature images that would
prevent anyone going there. Unless you were an adventurer, or a narco! This
part of the world seemed to be either too risky if you thought about weapons
and political conflicts, but it was also pretty remote as far as medical
assistance goes. In a word it was a no-go zone.
Well, the world changes so fast. I used to travel a lot in Indonesia and North Africa. Cheap life, good waves... and a little bit
crowded too. In the meantime I kept hearing from surfers and travellers that if I wanted to get a glimpse of what the world used to
be like 40 years ag, I should try this little piece of land stuck between North and South America.
It seems so small on the map, compared to the gigantic proportions of both North and South Americas that you could imagine it’s
not worth the long travel. It is all wrong.

17
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peeling close to the shore. Not the kind of wave you
would see in a double spread of a hardcore surfing
mag but still! I didn’t’ event know it could be
possible here! This is not an accident, it keeps
coming in! Set after set. Little gentle waves right
here. Untouched. I came with a few boards so we
could cruise and practice some stroke technique
but now that I see this. I know I have to try... Sorry
guys, you can go snorkelling, I have a different
meeting now.

Influence of the two oceans
In Central America there is a concentration of
variety. And of course biodiversity. Not even
mentioning waves! The narrow land and the
influence of the two oceans (Atlantic and Pacific)
make it a unique zone for wildlife and it seems also
that all types of landscapes are gathered here.
I’ve been travelling this area for almost 20 years
now. Ever since I was able to travel for surfing. It’s
been a hell of a ride! I’ve had good and bad
encounters, some adventures and some scary
experiences. But guess what? I still get surprised!

Of course this is not the world class wave you would
expect but I’m super excited to be the only one in
the water. I am the only one riding this crazy little
wave that was never expected to break here. It is
uncharted territory and I feel like an explorer! The
landscape and the feeling are just like being in a
dream. A perfect secluded beach, blue sky, wild
nature, white sand; it is like a photo studio. Almost
unreal. Surreal.

Like this day, when I had to bring a group of friends
to a special sheltered beach where they could go
snorkelling and SUP cruising. You know, that kind of
day where you should be searching for waves
because the swell just arrived. But you can’t
because you promised your friends you would take
them somewhere nice and you’ve been postponing
this for too long already. That kind of days where
you usually would never end up in that beach. For
good reasons! It is flat there! Good for fishing or
learning how to stand up paddle but that’s it.

A bit more complicated
So unexpected that I forgot to bring a leash and of
course there are rocks and everything underneath,
which makes the ride a bit more complicated.
Although it looks easy it’s not! I get washed in
20cm of water. The board gets rolled on rocks after
every wave. It looks stupid I’m sure. But I’m having
fun for a while and then smiling the rest of the day.
For two reasons: first of all, I scored a new place.
Totally by coincidence. Second of all, the swell is

So, here we go, ready for snorkelling! I brought all
the toys, and also some drinks and food because we
are going to picnic on the beach. As always I stop
on the way to show some of the best wildlife places
that I know. It is love time for the iguanas and the
males are changing their colours to impress the
women. Orange is the code for sex in iguana land!

Set after set
Everyone enjoys a few travel stories and the
landscape vistas and after a long drive on dirt road,
eating a fair amount of dust and destroying our
spines, we suddenly arrive right on this beach. I
don’t really believe what I see. There is a nice wave

It is uncharted territory and I
feel like an explorer! The
landscape and the feeling are
just like being in a dream
19
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here for a while and I know tomorrow I’ll be
scoring a real wave, a bit more famous...
maybe crowded. Maybe not... But today, I
get some pictures that I never thought I’d
have.

Something special
Every day is a new day. But every dawn in
Central America has something special to
offer. A light that you can’t find anywhere
else. That is why I love to go super early and
see the first morning sunbeams hitting the
wave’s white water. It is not white really. It’s
creamier. Sweet. Gentle. But it is super short
as the sun rises fast. Too fast in these
tropical skies.
The swell is here. I still remember
yesterday’s session but of course, I
completely focus on the perfect blue wave
that I have known for a while, and of which I
never get bored or used to. It is one of those
perfect moments. Surfers are here too and if
you behave as you must with your SUP
there won’t be any trouble.
First light is around 5:30am and you can be
pretty much by yourself for a few waves.
Then comes a little crowd. People that live
here, locals or not. It is sometimes a good
vibe and sometimes a bit tough as it is
everywhere else in the world I guess. But
what makes this part of the world so special
is the feeling that you might find
something new.

Spanish conquistadores
It is still the as the Spanish conquistadores
named it. It is somehow different from our
old European patterns. In terms of history
but also in terms of geography, landscapes
and road network. It is a place where you
can shoot perfect waves and shoot
wonderful wildlife with your camera. So
many beaches, reefs, rights, lefts, volcanos,
forests, dry lands, wetlands and
earthquakes. So many things in such a
small piece of land, stuck between two giant
continents and two giant oceans.
People who come here usually come back
and sometimes stay. I did. It is easy to
travel nowadays, but it is precious to feel
complete because you fit in a place you
like. At the very moment where you need it.
It almost could make me think there are no
coincidences and everything comes for a
reason. Nah, I’m not getting into levitation
yoga whatsoever. Just happy to keep
surprising myself with unexpected
pleasures in paradise.
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What made you realise there were legs in
running CE Photo as a bona fide business?
Clare - When I first started out as freelancer
(still based in Dahab) I tried my hand at
anything and everything to make it work. I
explored all kinds of photography but my
passion was in water sports and it wasn’t
long before I was working with local centers
on a regular basis. On the whole, the photos
were really well received and towards the
end of the summer I approached Neilson
Holidays to see if I could provide the
inhouse photography at one of their Greek
resorts. It seemed like the obvious next step;
more variety in terms of activities to
capture, one large location where I could
easily communicate what I was doing and
lots of willing models (the kids club). After a
rather busy first couple of seasons, we took
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Do your photographers need to be
involved with SUP to get those killer
shots?
How is CE Photo structured and how does
Clare - There is no need to have any
it actually work on the ground in resort?
experience in SUP to capture images of it;
Lee - The nature of active holidays means
the pace of most paddle boarding means
that most guests take part in all sorts of
our photographers can easily move around
activities that often don’t allow for
participants on a powerboat to get the best
capturing images of themselves that easily.
shots. They also shoot with telephoto lenses
Our mission is to capture every guest taking
from the shore which enables them to get
part in every activity in an unobtrusive and
photos that your iPhone just won’t get close
natural way that compliments their holiday
to.
memories. Our photos are uploaded each
How much training do you give prior to a
day to our in resort photo kiosk where
new
team members heading out to their
guests can view and select under no
seasonal
location?
obligation to buy and then decide what
Lee
Our
goal
is to invest in their creative
photos they’d like to take home via high
talent
to
enable
them to become successful
resolution digital download at the end of
at
action
and
portrait
photography. We also
their stay.
train them in how to deliver great service
levels to facilitate the actual selling of
photos to clients - a big gap usually missing
from even the best new photographers.
Training can be done pre-season in a
classroom style format or in a structured on
the job process depending on when the
photographers are available to travel out.
on other photographers and expanded to
more hotels.

Is this ongoing in terms of support? If so
what are the points you usually work on?
Lee - We have Team Leaders in each resort,
plus a photography coach that continues the
training and upskilling process throughout
the contract. Each photographer is different
and specialises in a different style of
photography. This means their needs are
varied and we definitely tailor coaching in a
bespoke way. Having said that, the biggest
area for development is usually fast image
processing and getting shots right in camera
– the last thing we want is photographers
spending hours post production.

As far as staff recruitment goes how do
you get bods involved? It seems a
unique (and great) way for potential
recruits to combine their passion with
overseas work?
Lee - We recruit skilled new freelance
photographers to cut their teeth in the
various hotels that we operate to capture
and deliver photos to our kiosk. We work
closely with several universities to ensure
that we are reaching the right audience.

In terms of heading to resort yourselves
how often is that undertaken?
Clare - We get out when we can. Last year
we spent around 6 weeks across the resorts
along with our toddler, but this year we have
a 10 week old as well so it’s not quite as
practical to work around. We’ll most
definitely be having a few holidays though.

What are the perks from working as a
photographer within CE Photo’s
organisation?
Clare - Well apart from the training package
and opportunity to work abroad for 3 to 6
months, we offer accommodation and food
on top of a competitive pay structure. We
also allow use of photos (where we have
model release) in professional portfolios.
Plus they get the chance to try out the
various guest activities including stand up
paddle boarding.

Do you get involved in photography once
there or is it merely to help CE Photo
staff and liaise with other resort staff?
Clare - I am still passionate about my own
photography and use every opportunity I
get to take photos. The abundance of
natural light in the various Neilson
Beachclub resorts makes it a photographer’s
dream. Neilson do often require us to
support them with marketing photos and
we oblige – it’s definitely fun to do with
such stunning hotels and locations.
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What about photography business aims –
where do you see CE Photo in five years?
Clare - We are always looking to expand to
new resorts and build our brand. We also
want to be able to maintain our client and
photographer relationships back in the UK
by offering photography services through
the huge network of talented
photographers that we have worked with.

We’ve introduced some of our photographers to the
sport who now relish the opportunity to SUP on
their days off
What do you think makes a cracking SUP
shot? Is that an easy one to capture?
Clare - I like aerial photos that give a sense
of place and show some of the stunning
landscapes and seascapes you can
experience whilst out SUPing. We’ve taken a
few good ones ourselves.
Have you seen much of what’s out there
from other photogs in terms of SUP
images?
Clare - There are some incredible photos
out there. Images taken from the water
work really well for SUP as well as those
that show both what’s above and beneath
the surface.
Who’s your fave photographer (sport or
otherwise) and why?
Clare - I like photographers that work with
natural light and have a documentary
approach. For portraiture, this would have
to be Helen Bartlett and for water sports,
Globalshots.
And what about general inspiration,
who or what do you look to when
needing to find that spark?
Clare - Keeping up to date with my
favourite photographers helps here as well

as seeing the work from our teams. The
shared talent is astounding.

Final thoughts of SUP and photography?
Clare - As the sport continues to grow, we
are pleased to be able to capture people
SUPing at all levels and on such a wide
scale. We’ve introduced some of our
photographers to the sport who now relish
the opportunity to SUP on their days off.
This is a testament to how accessible it is
which is great for water sports as a whole.
Our little ones love being on the board they just don’t like being in front of the
camera!

Do you indulge in SUP yourself?
Lee - Ever since trying it out in Alana
Beachclub last year, we’ve really enjoyed
taking it up. We bought a Fanatic inflatable
board and we have been taking it to
Whitstable, Kent, where we spend much of
our free time.
What’s your opinion of it as a sport?
Clare - I think SUP has got to be one of the
most accessible water sports that there is;
it doesn’t rely on the wind, you can do it
sitting down or standing up, and the whole
family can fit on one. You can even go on a
SUP adventure and pack your inflatable
SUP into a suitcase sized bag. That makes it
pretty awesome as far as I’m concerned.

Thanks and praise?
We want to thank our partners and friends
at Neilson Active Holidays both in the UK
and on the ground in their Beachclubs. We
love working with them all and being part
of their customers’ holidays is very
rewarding. We are also thankful to all the
photographers that have shown their
passion, commitment and trust in our
project over the years. We know we offer
great opportunities but it takes a lot of
courage and determination to take on a
role like this abroad; so the photographers
that do it are truly inspiring.

Any particular goals as far as personal
on water experience goes within SUP?
Lee - We have loads of water near us in
Kent, plus we often travel to the Mar Menor
in Spain - I think just getting out on our
new board as much as we can around work
this summer. When our children are a bit
older we’d like them to be more involved
with SUP. We’re keen to build up their water
confidence and get them involved in water
sports in general.
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Tushingham Sails Ltd Phone: +44(0)1803 712140
40 Website: http://www.tushingham.com/sup/starboard Email: info@tushingham.com

THE HYPE
IS PROVEN
FAST, STABLE AND REACTIVE
SHAPES IN A SHORT LENGTH.
These proven shapes changed the way we look at SUP surf
designs and that futuristic nutted outline makes all the
difference.

“SUP surfing fast & furious,
whatever the conditions”
~ SUPM

Photographer : John Carter
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Our partners for a deep-blue, sustainable future:

HYPERNUT STARLITE

Fin set up
Quad fin set up matched the wider
tail outline further enchancing
squirt, acceleration and speed.

The inverted NUT “Rails”
For insane acceleration and
tight turning.

Tail
The wide tail area and straight
outline also helps produce the
Hyper drive and acceleration.

PRETTY
IN
PINK
TEST DRIVING NEILSON’S NEW AIRONE
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: CE Photo, Fi Plavenieks
Over the years I’ve set foot on many a Neilson beach – both as an
employee and guest. It took until 2017 to actually visit Italy, however,
although that was technically Sardinia. Early summer 2018 saw the
Plavenieks family, with new addition Oscar in tow, rectify this proper with
a visit to the country’s southern Calabria region (the arch of the boot’s
heel in case you’re wondering).
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BEACHCLUB
Traditionally this is where the Italians themselves holiday when choosing a staycation,
and it’s not hard to see why. Warm (sometimes very warm) sunny weather, picturesque
countryside, turquoise warm Ionian waters coupled with all that’s authentically Italian
make it a pleasant spot for anyone’s holibobs.

Neilson Airone Beachclub
Neilson’s newly opened Airone Beachclub nestles on the Gulf of Taranto shores and
boasts an extensive stretch of fine golden sand in both directions. Flanked either side by
mountainous vistas it’s a ‘roomy’ resort with plenty of space to breathe, kick back and
relax. ‘Life’ can be found in the many surrounding hamlets and villages as well as the
ancient Greek colony towns of Sibaris and Thurli. And for those with a penchant for
aniseed tasting black stuff the medieval village of Rossano (a 30-minute drive away) is
famous for producing liquorice. It even has its own liquorice museum!
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Neilson’s Airone hotel is a pretty in pink
affair with a modern look and
rooms/villas to suit all requirements. A
massive swimming pool, newly erected
tennis courts, kids club and piazza bar
and spacious restaurant round off the
in house facilities. And then there’s the
beach…
Stroll through the dense pine forest and you emerge to a stunning view
across the bay. There’s plenty of sun lounging space available with the
obligatory watersports kit – featuring dinghies, windsurfing boards and sails,
kayaks and SUPs – spread out to the right. A grandiose safety tower, with
ever vigilant Neilson staff AND Italian lifeguards, keep watch as guests frolic
in the brine. All in Airone whiffs of ‘new’ and anyone visiting for the first time
will be impressed by the set up.

Stand up paddling Airone style
For those into stand up paddling a fleet of Red Paddle Ride inflatables perch
on a rack at the far end of the beach next to the kayaks. Seasoned paddlers
will find these a doddle to pilot whilst newbies will get to grips with stand up
atop this very craft. Paddles are adjustable so there’s no issue with your
engine’s shaft being the wrong length and all boards come with coiled leash
as standard.
Out for a float and mornings with light offshores provide the smoothest
water. Sweeping along the coast, in either direction (albeit staying in the
large sailing area), will get the blood pumping. Heading further out will see a
sweat inducing upwind slog back to shore if the breeze picks up – great for a
bit of SUP fitness. If you’re a group of stand up friends then why not take the
Red Ride XL for a spin – spills and laughs abound.
During our stay we experienced a bunch of onshore days where the
chop/swell increased significantly. So much so that it was good for a spot of
wave gliding. (For those with experience the possibility of riding these small
waves in SUP surfing mode is more than doable). A shallow area extends from
shore towards the left hand side of the sailing area which is where the
steepest/suckiest lumps could be found. Although you’re not here to actually
SUP surf if you should luck into one of these sessions then I’m pretty sure
you’ll be beaming.
For the touring aficionado Neilson staff can organise longer excursions away
from the hotel. If you fancy burning up the miles there’s certainly this
opportunity – check in with the guys when making yourself known at the
beach. For everyone else dabbling with paddle is par for the course Airone
being an awesome spot for getting your kiddies into SUP and taking their
first strokes (kiddy paddles are also available).

Other stuff (water)
As much as SUPers will be wanting to get afloat and sweep there are plenty
of other on water activities to sink your chops into. Those big things with
sails, often called dinghies, are begging you to test drive them whilst
standing with a boom in your hand (windsurfing) may also be on the cards.
Sit down paddling is an option for those not wanting to elevate themselves
too much and if all else fails then just go for a swim. Fear not those without
prior experience of the above as Neilson staff deliver a range of lessons
throughout each week which will have you up to speed in no time.
During our stay we enjoyed a few decent blows which saw the windsurfer in
us getting a fix. Although billed as a light wind centre it was nice to get a
blast in the bag across five days – not a bad hit rate for a low breeze resort!
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Other stuff (land)
Not fancying any more water based shenanigans? No worries. There’s plenty to keep
everyone amused onshore with tennis, fitness, cycling (road and mountain bike), a gym,
plus spa and wellness centre giving loads of options. And for those not too bothered about
any of it, simply grab a bevvy, a decent book and relax in one of the many nooks around
the hotel.
All too soon our trip came to an end. We’ll certainly look back on Airone with fond
memories. Eldest offspring Molly thoroughly enjoyed bossing the kids club staff around
(who are amazing by the way), Fi (wife) took advantage of plenty on land and on water
chances to indulge in the many activities (big shout to the tennis guys, beach team,
fitness peeps and bike guides), Oscar (son) was doted upon by all the staff (the Italian
workforce were awesome) and had his first tastes of being afloat while I managed to
scratch the daily wind and paddling itches I suffer from.

Thanks to…
A massive thanks to both Neilson and Italian staff, across all areas, who helped make our
stay a thoroughly pleasant one. If you’re a multi activity family then you could do a lot
worse than booking in at Neilson’s Airone Beachclub.
Also big up to Clare Edmead Photo for providing many of the images you see
accompanying this article. CE Photo operate in a number of Neilson resorts and capture
your memories throughout the course of each week. We should add that if you’ve a
penchant for photography and looking for a way to use your skill and work overseas then
give CE Photo a shout.
https://www.neilson.co.uk/beach/italy/airone-beachclub
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Hamburg:
CITY SUP AT ITS FINEST

Words & pics: reemedia
The metropolis of Hamburg is a hectic, restless city.
However, SUP on the river and lake Alster and you feel a
peace otherwise not felt in Hamburg. One falls in love with
these moods on the dammed lakes and canals of the
Alster, which rises north of Hamburg. The ‘Elbphilharmonie’
(the new concert hall) is perhaps the landmark and magnet
of the city, but the Alster gives that special ‘something’.

On the outer Alster and the branching channels you leave the volume,
restlessness, bustle and hustle behind and just dive into it, where a quiet
world opens up. In the middle of the city one sees only relaxed faces of sailors,
rowers and guests on the Alster ships, which start touring from the
‘Jungfernstieg’. Meanwhile you meet more and more stand up paddlers. Only
five years ago it was rare to meet SUPers but now on balmy summer evenings, there are now up to 50
but do not worry, this does not detract from the 164-hectare waters and canals.
Hamburg has a lot of water and maybe even more bridges to offer, as there are 2,500 in Hamburg and
only 400 in Venice. Who would have thought? All too often we paddle under a bridge, enjoying the peace
and without any hassle - and know only too well that ‘up there’ has nothing to do with ‘down here’.
The Alster and canals are wonderfully green with large deciduous trees and weeping willows
surrounding the water alongside beautiful villas. The best examples being at the ‘Rondeelteich’ (a
small lake in the Alster), where they are placed in a semi-circle. One of these houses once had a
shared flat with the German rockstar Udo Lindenberg, however, that was a long time ago and he now
lives in a suite at the Aussenalster. He stays in the Atlantic Hotel, where during the G7 summit in
July, German president Angela Merkl spent the night, while Donald Trump was housed in the Senate
guesthouse. Incidentally the Atlantic became world famous in 1997, in the James Bond film
‘Tomorrow Never Dies’. Bond escapes the villains via his BMW series 7 and flies remotely from the
prestigious hotel building.
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Flying (almost) on the water is Matthias
Neumann on his SUP race board. The
managing director of the Hamburg event
agency Act-Agency is the organizer of the
German SUP World Cup. Almost every day
he paddles from Winterhude down to the
Binnenalster and back. With his high
frequency of paddle strokes, he is very fast
and probably the fastest stand up paddler
on the Alster. His head is always pointing
straight forwards and t-shirt dripping wet
with sweat.

boutiques, the Hamburg Alex restaurant
and many tourists are to be found on the
front. Anyone who visits Hamburg
somehow lingers here and looks at the
120 swans or, better, feeds them. At all
corners of the Binnenalster, up to the town
hall the swans try to grab bread, cake or
other from the tourists. Incidentally the
swans are in charge of a ‘swan father’
employed by the town who is also
responsible for bringing the animals to
winter quarters every year.

In 1836 the first rowing club was founded
in Hamburg and today there are ten
rowing clubs located on the banks. The
number of SUP rental stations is
increasing. Directly on the eastern Alster
Canal SUP-legions.com has its centre. We
come paddling past there, listening
because the event site is celebrating its
18th birthday and Chris the owner
spontaneously invites us for a beer. Our
SUP boards are stowed by staff on the
shore and we get an exclusive tour of his
event area. SUP-legions.com offer
beginner courses, sun downer tours and so
on. Chris’s 50 SUP boards are all on the
water on warm summer evenings. On
‘Isekai’ and ‘Stadtparksee' there are also
opportunities for SUP courses and rentals
– perfect for every tourist.

The hotel Vier Jahreszeiten (translated:
Four Seasons), on the Binnenalster is one
of the most elegant hotels in the world. It
is 120 years old and in the basement you
can eat Japanese in Nikkei Nine.

The Binnenalster
The ‘Binnenalster’ is the traditional
turning point for stand up paddler. The 18hectare water makes a much busier
impression than the quieter and more
spacious Aussenalster. Because
Hamburg's boulevard with high-end

The Binnenalster empties at the Hamburg
City Hall and on the opposite AlsterArkaden with retail and cafes and
restaurants. The focal point is the water
fountain with its 60-metre high splashing
jets. The attraction is also a welcome
cooling – a shower from above, for every
stand up paddler, at least in warmer
temperatures.

Eat and drink
There are countless possibilities for eating,
drinking and lingering along the
Aussenalster and Binnenalster. At this
point, however, two special tips: A
beautiful cafe represents the cliff
(http://alster-cliff.de/site) on the west bank
of the Aussenalster. Cafe Canale
(https://www.cafecanale.de) is also
recommended.
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Useful information:
Freerider Shop:
The guys from the Freerider Shop offer
training and rental. This cult shop is located
centrally between the Außenalster and
Binnenalster, the courses are offered on the
Isekai. http://www.freeridershop.de
Windsurfing Hamburg on the Oortkatensee:
Probably the largest surf shop in Hamburg
is located on the Oortkatensee, in the south
of Hamburg. This established shop of
Markus von Melle is an institution.
http://www.windsurfing-hamburg.de

iSUP stores in Hamburg
www.sup-way.de
AlsterSURFER, www.alstersurfer.com
SUPco GmbH, http://www.sup-co.com
www.sup-legion.com
http://www.supclubhamburg.de/
http://www.suptree.de/

Tour recommendations
A short round trip from the northern end of
the Aussenalster, from the ‘Krugkoppel’ (a
bridge) over the Alsterkanal to Stadtparksee
(translated: town park lake) and back covers
about an hour. In extension to the
Stadtparksee is the ‘Planetarium Hamburg’
(a hall to watch stars) and in front of it a
long green grass on which to sit and watch
people going by. Usually at least, because
on 9th of September 2017, the Rolling
Stones played in front of 80,000 people.
During the concert the Stadtparksee was
filled with boats and SUP boards. It was not
possible to see Mick Jagger and Co. on this
late summer evening, but many paddlers
enjoyed the atmosphere with the music.

Paddle Meier: the institution in Hamburg
for paddling: http://www.paddel-meier.de
Wellenreitshop.de: this is the surfers
hangout: http://www.wellenreitshop.de

The trendiest restaurants and
cafes with the best view of the
Alster:
Alex Alsterpavillon, www.alexgastro.de
Hotel Atlantic Kempinski:
www.kempinski.com
Ristorante Portonovo: The Portonovo has
to offer a celebrity view of the Alster for
many celebrities! www.ristoranteportonovo.de
Cliff: The Cliff is one of the hottest locations
around the Aussenalster! www.alster-cliff.de
Alsterperle: The cult spot on the eastern
shore of the Aussenalster! An entry and exit
for stand up paddler is tricky because of the
stones. www.alsterperle.com
Bobby Reich: The Café/Restaurant Bobby
Reich is located on the northern shore of the
Aussenalster and offers a good entry and
exit to stand-up-paddler.
www.bobbyreich.de

The long way round from the northern end
of the Aussenalster, sees you leave the
Stadtparksee on the left and continue
paddling the canal, at the fork ‘right’ and
then back to the Aussenalster and takes just
over 90 minutes.
Setting off again to the northern end of the
Aussenalter, in front of the upscale ‘AngloGerman Club’ (http://www.anglo-germanclub.de/), and paddle to the Binnenalster and
back, make it one hour, ten minutes out.
Tours are also northbound routes. However,
the Alster course is widening and loses in
our view, some of its attractiveness.

Others:

Water conditions

Planetarium Hamburg:
www.planetarium-hamburg.de

The water in the channels is basically
smooth, unless an Alster ship pushes a stern
wave out. The Aussenalster is glassy with
little wind. At 7/8 knots or more it quickly
becomes quite choppy and one is then better
advised to paddle in areas where the wind
cannot reach. The Alster is the most beautiful
puddle in the world (in our opinion).
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Around the Aussenalster is a nice circle for
running.
Miniature Wonderland:
www.miniatur-wunderland.de
Musicals: Lion King, Aladdin and so on.
There are many other productions on the
Reeperbahn and across the city.
www.hamburg.de/musicals
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MINUTE
Story: Kirstie Edwards

We have been blessed these last weeks, with luscious weather in our tiny corner of the world. Cornwall
and Falmouth specifically have bloomed and blossomed, coming alive as we finally shake off the woes
of winter. The sea has been shimmering in an azure haze, luring us in at every opportunity whilst the
beaches buzz with activity; the smell of sun cream and barbecued meat fill our nostrils, the sounds of
squealing and splashing echo around.
We have been living the dream.
I have been out on, or in the water several times a day, enjoying every spare second of this
glorious weather, with various friends and family. I am part of an awesome local club in
Falmouth- the Wesup paddleboard centre, as well as owning my own kit, so I have had the
absolute privilege of introducing some new folk to the wonders of SUP, swimming and the
sea in our lovely town this last week. In honesty I would say I'm only a fair swimmer, but
am a strong paddleboarder, despite the limitations I have with my joints. I have been
trained to be strong and safe, by the expert team at WeSup over the last few years.

As part of our club training we learn, and repeatedly practice, all elements of
our beloved water sport, including reading weather conditions, complex
charts and sea states by eye. This seems strange I guess, as we pay to rent
boards, not get meteorology lessons, but Sean, our leader, is constantly
impressing upon us the importance of safety at sea and our ability to assess
the water ourselves and at worst, self recover. We've had entire lessons when all we do is listen,
then demonstrate in semi horrifying sea states that we can safely enter and exit the water.
Of course, we also spend hours discussing and learning the capabilities and flexibilities of
various board types as well as paddle strokes and techniques to use in differing conditions or
circumstances. How to avoid a crash, stop or turn quickly – they are all essential skills. You
have to put the time in practising: you need to listen and take on board the years of experience
we are privileged to have shared with us whether it's from clubs, peers or magazines. Some
people just want to grab a board and go, they are so desperate to get onto the water, (yeah I
know we make it look easy) but the tale I am about to tell should be a warning to you all.
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The sun was shining hot and proud. We had
packed up our pink lemonade and delicious
fresh lunch into our waterproof bag, whacked
on hats and the factor 30 and were ready to
hit the water. The tide was on the turn from
the low, a light easterly wind blew across the
bay with gusts up to 10mph. The swell was
around two-foot, but was a gentle,
predictable movement up and down. I had
paddled in conditions like this and much
worse for many hours before – I wasn’t
concerned at all.
I discussed with my partner in crime for the
day, the plan and our route – he had decided
to take a kayak as he was concerned he’d fall
off a lot in the swell. He'd clocked a few hours
on a kayak, he said and was quite confident,
so we set off beaming from ear to ear. To be
honest I was a little smug as the only
paddleboarder out standing up, rhythmically
gliding up and over the swell with my
kayaking buddy just to my left.

Capsize
We pottered on like this for maybe ten or
fifteen minutes until we got into slightly
open water. The swell was occasionally
picking up to around three-foot, so I shouted
across, “You doing ok?” We needed to head in
a little towards the shoreline, try and cut
through the waves in a zig-zag pattern to
avoid getting tipped sideways. Unfortunately
as I shouted this instruction, my partner
turned to look at me and rotated his kayak in
the process, so it became parallel to to a
largish wave and it tipped him off. I laughed
(he’s always falling in) and shouted “You ok?”
I got a thumbs up, so put the brakes on and
turned into the swell to keep an eye on him.
He flipped the kayak and tried to get on. He
fell again. He flipped it over again. Tried to
get back on. The same thing happened. I
paddled toward him, giving clear, calm
instruction how to balance your weight
without tipping the board. He tried again and
again. But just couldn’t do it.
At the point he fell in the water, I had
clocked our position in relation to two
points on the land giving me an idea where
we were and enabling me to watch for
drifting either towards the rocks or out to
sea. After five minutes, finally he managed
to get back onto the kayak only for it to
sink and tip him off straight away. He was
getting tired and frustrated, I could see the
panic in his eyes as we realised that the
seal on the kayak had broken and that it
had taken on too much water.
I had been constantly monitoring our position
and the sea state in this time. It was
worsening, getting choppier and regularly

After lunch I decided the most efficient
way to get us safely back, was for me to
paddle round the coast and get help, which
I did quickly and without incident. Until I
got to the shore. The waves were still big
and I was battling to balance as I
approached the shoreline – I planned my
route in avoiding the swimmers, standing
at the back of my board and heading for
the craft landing zone, I was not five metres
from shore when an elderly gentleman
decided to swim from out of nowhere,
without looking, in front of my board. I
slammed the breaks on but still gently
nudged his nose, as the wave lurched me
forward, with the nose of my 12-foot beast.
"I'm so sorry," I shouted "but what were you
doing, you shouldn't be swimming here!”

larger swell; we had drifted a good 80 metres
out to sea, so I called it. This was no longer a
self recovery situation, but a rescue.
I was already sitting astride my board with
both paddles trying to stabilise the kayak,
so I took the leash and leashed the kayak
to the rear of my board giving my partner
clear instructions to hold onto the back of
the kayak and kick as hard as he could and
to shout as loud as possible if he let go or
was tired. I turned on my knees and
paddled as hard as I could to get us
moving. I can’t tell you how tough this was,
towing a kayak now semi-submerged and
full of water, with an 18-stone man bringing
up the rear. My partner begged me to go to
a smaller closer section of shore, but I knew
there to be treacherous rocks around and
we had a higher risk of injury upon landing
there. We took the longer but safer route to
the nearest beach.

Flags and lifeguards
So a side note to swimmers and other beach
users, it's tough to control a craft landing In
waves – boards and kayaks are big and
heavy, you really don’t want to get in the
way. Pay attention to the flags and
lifeguards. Please.

I fought the now three-foot swell coming
diagonally into the beach with the kayak
jolting me back with each stroke it was so
heavy, I headed as far right as possible to
allow us to come in on an angle but at 90
degrees to the waves and where there was a
space with no swimmers to allow us to land
as safely as possible. We got to shore and I
just managed to grab the kayak after
jumping off my board, before it hit a small
child, who was watching us curiously.

By now I was utterly exhausted as the
kayak instructor approached me asking if
everything was ok – I couldn't speak. I
shook my head, but muttered he’s fine I got
him to the shore, the kayak took on water.
He began to panic a little, “Where is he, do I
need to rescue him?" I took some breaths
and retold the story.

We dragged the two craft up the beach and I
collapsed in a heap utterly exhausted, sweat
dripping off my entire body – I grabbed and
drained a litre of water- this whole episode
occurred in 28-degree heat, on an otherwise
perfect day.

Of course I didn’t leave him drifting at sea
alone! I would have called the coastguard
and stayed with him had I not been able to
perform the rescue myself.
Again, as I was taught by my WeSup family.
l
Always have a phone.
l
Always have a plan.

Realisation
The realisation of what had just happened hit
us both, as we both had an overwhelming rush
of adrenaline. We decided to sit and refuel,
before we planned our next move and ended
up discussing what we had just learnt.
1. He was wearing a life jacket – as a fair
novice on the sea, thank god he was.
2. He admitted he was over-confident. It
put us both at risk.
3. It is essential to pay attention to safety
guidance from instructors. He listened
and we ended up safe.
4. How important it was that I took a
lesson in self recovery and rescue with
WeSup nearly two years ago, before I
first took my children out.
5. No matter how lovely it seems when
you look at the water, things can
change very quickly.
6. Even with extensive experience, you
can't predict the unpredictable.
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Thanks
Today, I thanked the goddess of the sea for
giving me the clarity to remember my
training, assess and make good judgements
and for people like Sean and his crew that
never fail to impress me with their dedication
to teaching our tribe and our safety at sea.
It's why sometimes we aren't allowed to go
on certain adventures or out in certain sea
states. Without that training and expertise,
almost certainly the story today would have
ended differently.
Instead it ended with a jug of Pimms in the
sunshine, celebrating being alive and my
perfectly executed rescue mission.
He might have even called me his hero...
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Standing up for
Words: Jan Edwards
Pics: Fomento del Turismo de
Mallorca, Eduardo Miralles
“I remember thinking that SUP
wouldn’t catch on!” 28year-old Cat Friend
laughs at the
memory. She had
been a sailing
instructor in her late teens when she learnt about paddle
boarding. In 2011, whilst teaching sailing for the summer in
Greece, Cat tried SUP for the first time. Now, she is training for a
555-kilometre endurance paddle with a friend.
Cat and Valerie Bisbal (41) will attempt to SUP around the Mediterranean
island of Majorca this June. The two women met for the first time in June
2017, when Cat and a friend were holidaying in Port de Soller, on Majorca’s
northwest coast. Valerie has her home and family restaurant there and took
the pair paddling with Soller SUP.
“We bonded straight away,” says Cat, who suggested that they ought to paddle
around the whole island. Majorcan mum-of-three Valerie replied that it
was her dream to do so; the seed was sown. Cat went back
to Majorca in August 2017, when she and Valerie began
planning their ‘Soller to Soller’ feat.
Before their 10-month training programme, Valerie’s
longest SUP had been four hours. Cat had done no long
paddles but is now training hard. She takes to the water on
London’s Queen Mary reservoir and the Norfolk Broads –
where she grew up and sailed as a child. She will train with
Valerie in Majorca before June.
They expect their ‘Soller to Soller’ challenge to take at least a
month. They aim to cover between 14 and 28 kilometres a day,
depending on several factors. These include weather, sea conditions and
suitable places ashore to camp overnight. Valerie believes the most
challenging paddling will be around Palma's busy shipping area and the
rocky north coast.
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It won’t be the first attempt at a Majorca
circumnavigation. Britain’s Richard Harpham
and America’s Cody White set off anticlockwise from Palma in December 2013.
They reached the northern cape of
Formentor in 10 days. Two-and-a-half-metre
waves and 35mph offshore winds then forced
them to abandon their mission. Conditions in
June should be much calmer, for this new
attempt to SUP a record distance around the
largest of the Balearic Islands.

More support needed
Cat and Valerie are assembling their kit for
the trip. They have already received
donations of Watershed dry bags, Tribe
energy bars and Oakley sunglasses. They
still need EPIRBs, CamelBaks/Aquapacs,
tent, lightweight stove, suncream and zinc
oxide tape for palm blisters. A lightweight
solar panel will enable them to charge their
phones and run an app. They will carry
spare paddles, buoyancy aids, first-aid kits,
flares, and basic survival kits. “Support with
kit from brands would be great,” Cat says.
“We still need some crucial things.”
And the paddle boards? “I’m in contact with
Starboard,” Cat says. “We have all our
fingers and toes crossed as these are the
dream boards we’d love to use.”
A support vessel will go with them through
some of the more challenging parts of the
route. Local SUP businesses and other
adventure-planners are helping. Valerie’s
friend Ruben (from El Niño Surf Centre in Can
Pastilla) is offering technical support. He is
also organising groups of people to SUP with
Cat and Valerie on certain days. The team is
looking for volunteers to bring water and
food to the pair’s stop-off points on land.
What will be the toughest part of the trip?
“When your body hurts from the paddling,
camping and sleeping rough, and you must
get up and go again,” Cat says. “Doing it
together and encouraging each other will
be a big part of getting through the trip.”
Having grown up close to the sea, both
women know how single-use plastics are
affecting the marine environment. “Every
time I paddle, I collect any floating plastic I
see,” Valerie says. She takes part in local
beach clean-ups and clears rubbish from
small coves that are accessible only by boat.
The ‘Soller to Soller’ initiative will not only
help increase awareness of plastics pollution.
Cat and Valerie have also set the goal to raise
10,000€ for Balearic marine conservation
body Asociacion Ondine. Cat’s godmother
(who has a holiday home in Port de Soller)
has offered to match-fund up to their goal.
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What will be the toughest part of
the trip? “When your body hurts
from the paddling, camping
and sleeping rough, and you
must get up and go again,”
Majorca-resident Australian diving
instructor Brad Robertson founded the
grass-roots organisation Ondine. This NGO’s
main work is in the areas of protected
marine reserves and plastics pollution.
Ondine works with government, scientists,
businesses and diverse Balearic
communities. Its activities are raising
awareness, educating, inspiring… and
making a difference.
Ondine’s popular schools programme
empowers teachers, pupils, and parents.
Last year, 350 local children worked on how
they could change their use of plastics.
Ondine’s Dos Manos (meaning ‘two hands’)
beach cleans take place all around Majorca.
In 2017, volunteers collected 2.2 tons of
rubbish from island beaches and removed
600 metres of ghost nets from the sea.
Although the Balearic Islands depend on
tourism, Ondine receives no government
money. Instead, the organisation relies on
donations, fundraising, and its 870
volunteers. The 'Soller to Soller' endeavour
will provide a welcome boost to Ondine's
funds and ongoing projects.

Fundraising goal
Cat says that fundraising, finding sponsors,
and the trip logistics have been taking a lot
of time. They have set up a ‘Soller to Soller’
web page and a JustGiving page for anyone
who would like to donate towards their
fundraising goal. The two women are also
undergoing the necessary physical and
psychological training.
“My family, friends, and colleagues are so
supportive – they believe we can do it,
which makes me think we can!” Cat says.
“But it’s been hard juggling my Londonbased 9-6 office job alongside the project.”
To enable her to focus full time on the ‘Soller
to Soller’ mission, she has recently handed
in her notice at work. That’s quite a
commitment for someone who once
thought SUP would never catch on.
For more information and to donate:
www.sollertosoller.com
For more about Ondine:
www.asociacionondine.org

One small
conquering fear and riding big waves

Words and pics:
Mike Lenane
We first came
across Mike and
his surf SUP
exploits after he
messaged SUP
Mag UK’s Facebook
page asking to
share his videos
detailing his wave
riding exploits.
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step
Your videos, whilst inspirational, are quite
tongue in cheek. Do you think this may detract
from the message you’re aiming to get across?
Maybe. I try to stay true to who I am. If I see an
opportunity to embrace humour in any situation, I
have to take it. Too often life can be serious as hell
so I always lean towards humour as a result. I really
just want to inspire people to go out and be
who/what they want to be. My tongue in cheek
video style just makes the message a little more
relaxing and fun. If some people don’t like that,
that’s cool with me.

Having watched his tongue in cheek delivery we
were intrigued by Mike’s story so decided to
find out more. For anyone looking to be
inspired, push their own limits – either in waves
or in life – then this is for you.
Tell us when you first discovered SUP and what
made you want to get involved.
During 2011 my wife and I were travelling through
Mozambique and ended up staying in one of those
places that looks like it’s from a Corona advert. They
had SUP rentals from a beach shack so we hired a
board each and gave it a shot. In 2014 my younger
brother introduced me to SUP surfing and I was
hooked.

In all seriousness you must’ve surfed
(traditionally) prior to SUP? If not, how come?
You’re right, however, I can be best described as a
below average surfer. Before this, as a teenager, I
was a maniac on the bodyboard. It’s by far the
easiest way to get barrelled and it taught me how to
read the ocean.

Where’s your chosen paddling location these
days? What does it offer SUPers?
I love to flat water paddles at a place in Perth called
Shelley Beach Park. It’s a very beautiful location with
dolphins and very few boats. I love that place; some
day’s the water is perfect glass-off and it feels like a
dream. My favourite surfing location is in the
Margaret River region (a 3-hour drive south of Perth).

You’ve gone out all guns blazing with stand up
and your message of self belief/confidence.
Why is SUP a good vehicle (in all senses) for this
message and its promotion?
SUP is so good for your body, mind and soul. From
beginners to advanced, I believe people will live
longer as a result of SUP participation. I’m
convinced the fullness of time will prove that to be
true. From ages 8-80, everyone can do it.

Why surf? Does flat water not do it for you?
Flat water SUP is what I do for a living, by providing
beginner lessons. It’s beautiful, relaxing and peaceful.
SUP surfing is much more challenging, and there-in
lies the appeal to me. The waves push the limit of my
skills and forces me to constantly learn more.

I use SUP to promote self-belief because it has
worked for me. However, the principles apply to
every endeavour humans can undertake. The core
idea that you can be better tomorrow than you are
today is universal. At the moment I’m using big
waves to apply that idea in my life. If you want to
be a better parent, friend, brother, sister, business
person, husband or wife, you can make it a reality.
Small positive steps everyday will, overtime,
produce results you never dreamed possible. We all
have shit days, let those slide and remember life is
always two steps forward, one step back.

And why big waves?
SUP surfing big waves scares the hell out of me, so
overcoming that fear gives me a huge feeling of
achievement. That feeling when a big wave rears its
head on the horizon…it’s the best. You know it’s game
time, any mistake has serious consequences. When
that wave picks you up and you head down the face
nothing compares to that rush. The speed, the
adrenalin; a monster chasing you down. Passing your
fears, adrenaline pumping, instincts guiding my
movement, until it’s over, leaving you an exhausted
wreck of lactic acid in a pure euphoric condition.
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So now you’re a famous big wave
charger do you have brands lining up to
sponsor you?
Haha, very flattering, but no sponsors yet.
My major focus is to bring attention to
what I’m doing. I really want to create a
legacy of positive influence in the lives of
others. If an 80-year old guy starts supping
because I spoke loud enough, then I’ve
achieved something real. One way that
people can support what I am doing is to
check out the clips on my YouTube channel
and share them with their friends.

The hold down was only 18 seconds, but it nearly
ended me. That’s the difference between the right
and wrong mindset in life. The right mindset will
keep you alive and wrong mindset could kill you
How do you deal with the haters? You’re
putting yourself on quite a high
pedestal so there must be a few?
I’m cool with it. I mean, it hurts in the
beginning, but each time you experience it,
you get stronger. I believe it’s a fact that at
least 10% of people will dislike me,
regardless of what it is that I am doing. Be
true to the path you have chosen for your
life and the haters soon disappear from
your consciousness.
Plus haters really only hate themselves. I
see evidence of this over and over. People
will say things like, “You can’t do that, it’s
not possible” and all they really mean, deep
down, is that they can’t do it. It’s very
advantageous to understand this, as it
allows me to keep these people out of my
circle of influence.
Talk us through the kit you’re using.
The board from most of the videos is a 2017
Starboard Whopper Junior 9’5” x 33” Pine
Tech. For bigger waves, it’s easier to control
at high speeds. The added weight is great for
getting down the face and it’s super strong.
It also performs really well in smaller
conditions too. It’s the best all-round board
in my quiver. Other Starboards that I will use
in different conditions range from 9’0” x 33
Hero through to the 11’2” x 36” Avanti.
Your two-part vid features a decent
sized lump of water you’re aiming to
combat. Where is it and why did it make
your bucket list?
The wave from ‘How I lived the dream-part 1’
www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8z_O5dLT48 is
Yallingup, in the South West of Western
Australia. I SUP the lefthander on bigger
swells, as it’s a thick, fast wave that a SUP can
do some damage on. It’s a place that I’ve
always wanted to surf, but never had the balls.
The wave from ‘How I lived the dream-part
2’ (www.youtube.com/watch?v=
7GFqs3Bddps&t=3s) is The Shack on Cocos
(Keeling) Islands. It’s a fast, gnarly wave
that breaks in barely any water. It made my
bucket list because of the combination of
beautiful warm water on a tropical island
and the rush of surfing a shallow reef break
with your mates. It’s a perfect wave in midsized conditions, however when the swell is
up, it gets real big and heavy.

From the footage we’ve seen there are
also some other significant pieces of
water you get stuck into during
training. How did you decide on these
spots for your prep regime?
Most of those locations are local spots in
Perth, so I could get to them easily. I would
focus on one particular skill each session,
depending on the wave shape and the
conditions. Because of the location, I could
surf them with friends and family, which is
a much more fun way to train.

Is there a plan of attack in terms of your
continued progress? What about ultradistance for instance, which is equally
challenging?
For now, surfing is my focus. I’m looking for
bigger waves and barrelling waves. I would
love to surf more overseas as I see that as a
stepping stone towards bigger and better
things. I am interested in ultra-distance
paddling, but that’s a few years into the
future for me.

How much off water work did you put
into your SUP surfing?
Lots! Over six months I did weights six days
a week to develop my strength and power,
and I ran three days a week to develop my
endurance. I also undertook breathing
training and mental skills training to make
sure that I was ready to tackle any
challenge that may arise.

How will you continue spreading the
stoke?
I’m going to make more videos, push the
boundaries of what I am capable of and
share my story with a wider audience. I
love hearing about other people’s SUP
experiences; they really get me stoked and
inspire me to continue to do what I am
doing. I want to take as many people as I
can out on the water, particularly if they
have a hard time believing that they can
SUP. I love being there to help them realise
that they can.

What’s the scariest moment you’ve had
whilst paddling?
The most recent session had the scariest
incident. My first larger wave in over six
months, I free fell down the face and was
thrown over the falls. The hold down was
intense. About halfway through, I was on
the bottom of the ocean and thought, “I
won’t make it to the top before the next
wave” and just freaked. Then something in
my mind clicked, and I remembered to
relax. I got to the surface a few seconds
before the next wave nailed me, but my
mindset was right, so I knew it’d be ok.

Should Zane (Schweitzer), Mo (Freitas)
and Georgio (Gomez) et al be concerned?
Those guys have earned their place at the
top through years of hard work and
dedication. I am really just starting out by
comparison. I’m enjoying documenting my
journey and trying to inspire others whilst
doing so. It would be a dream to one day
surf with those guys and learn from them.

The hold down was only 18 seconds, but it
nearly ended me. That is the difference
between the right mindset and the wrong
mindset in life. The right mindset will keep
you alive and wrong mindset could kill you.
That goes for more than just surfing.

Fancy a stab at spots like Jaws? If so,
how do you think you’d accomplish this?
I certainly fantasise about Jaws and other
big wave spots. My approach would follow
the same steady progression that got me to
where I am now. This would take many
years of preparation, as Jaws is a wave that
commands respect, and I need to put in my
hours. I’ll be ready soon enough, but I’m
having lots of fun along the way.

Who’s helped you the most on your
journey?
My wife for sure. She loves to surf too, and
although she doesn’t like the bigger waves
she understands my need to work outside
of my comfort zone and go big when the
conditions are right. From checking the surf
report to preparing post-surf snacks and
bevvies, she is an awesome girl to have in
my corner.
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Behind the brand
with FatStick’s Reuben May
Interview: SUPM
Pics: FatStick, Steve Clarke, Caroline Rigby, Fi Plavenieks
For this issue’s behind the brand feature we catch up with FatStick’s head
honch Reuben May. Bournemouth based, but very much with a south
coast UK wide feel, FS have gone from small SUP company to branching
out into Europe for 2018. Read on for all the goss.

I didn’t sit down staring at a developing market and then make a huge business plan
leaping into the industry to make money. Instead I wanted a paddle board for my
wife and I but couldn’t afford one! Back in 2012 there wasn’t really an affordable SUP
focused brand out there, so I decided to go directly to a factory and got the boards
made for me. I had to buy ten boards to make it worthwhile due to the import costs so
thought I would keep two and sell the rest.
It turned out the boards attracted a lot of attention and were snapped up. People
loved them! I was at university at the time studying to become an Occupational
Therapist, so I needed an extra income as I also had a child on the way. I decided to
buy a few more and see if they would sell – they did! I repeated this pattern as the
brand grew and decided to name the company FatStick. The name FatStick derived
from my surfing days as surfers would, at times, refer to their boards as ‘sticks’.
I totally thought that it looked like a sweet idea and my brain was straight away
picking out the benefits a SUP would have over a prone surfboard (which back then
was all I was used to). I first saw a SUP back in 2006.I was away on a surf trip in
France, prone surfing an outer reef in a small fishing village on the south west coast. It
was a very long paddle out on my shortboard and I was tired from the previous night’s
red wine and camping – suddenly a big French bear of a man with a bushy beard
paddled past me standing on what looked to be a very big longboard with a paddle in
his hand.
What was even better was the fact he had his shortboard perched on the nose of his
paddleboard! He then proceeded to tie his paddleboard to a buoy out back and start
surfing the reef on his shortboard. After a while he switched boards and after tying up
his shortboard to the buoy he then started surfing his paddleboard on the reef
catching every big fat set wave that came through and cruising a few hundred meters
onto the inside.
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I was amused and thought to myself, “What a great tool to have in your quiver.” I went
travelling and surfing around Central America for quite a long period of time and when I
came back to the UK seven years ago I saw a fair few of these ‘paddle board things’ about. I
chuckled to myself – the strange thing I saw in France all those years ago was catching on!
I had a pretty nasty chronic back injury at the time and couldn’t prone surf so got into
paddle boarding to aid my back to recovery. Additionally getting myself back into the
water on a SUP was great therapy for the depression I had gained from feeling like a man
caged in a box due to the fact I wasn’t able to do the one thing I loved most – surfing.
I didn’t have lessons; I just bumbled through my first paddle board session trying to
teach myself and probably learning lots of bad habits along the way! It was in Malta
around 2010 and I saw a beach hire facility hiring SUPs so I jumped at the chance to try it
out after seeing a SUP paddler in France a few years previous. It was sunny and glassy
and I got hooked.
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Severn Bore
I have loads of great memories! Cruising
with my wife down a glassy South Devon
estuary when my first batch of FatStick
boards arrived in 2012 is certainly one
highlight. However, I have been blessed
with so many amazing experiences here
in UK and abroad. Regularly surfing the
local Dorset reefs sits prominent in my
brain, also does trips to surf Snowdonia
and the Severn Bore river wave. But these
are just a few; I could go on for hours.

It can be pretty stressful at times believe
it or not. I have to be designer, marketeer,
sales man, book keeper and delivery
driver all without any formal training in
these areas but I wouldn’t change it for
the world as I absolutely love it. Luckily
now I have a great team around me that
takes some of the stress away.

tirelessly alongside Clean Coasts. Dave
Ludgate is a man on a mission and his
passion is infectious!
If I’m not on the water paddling I like to
be on the water doing other stuff like
sailing or splashing around in rock pools
with my little boy. If there is no other
choice then to be on land I like running
FatStick, spending time with family and
friends and eating nice food.

Obviously we have the famous greats like
Laird Hamilton and Kyle Lenny who
inspire. I also have a lot of admiration for
UK riders. I’m quite surfing orientated so
often look for skills on the wave. Peter
Edkins sticks in my mind as he charges
huge notorious waves on his SUP that
demand a huge amount of watermanship;
I’ve paddled with him a few times and his
fitness and passion for life is fantastic. I
hope I’m like that when I’m in my fifties.

The FatStick range of boards just came
from what everyday paddlers require I
guess. We tend to cater mainly for the
masses with allrounder shapes that can
do a bit of everything. However, of late we
are focusing hard on our wave shapes and
also developing more durable boards that
will not require as much care a fibreglass
boards but perform better then inflatable
SUPs. We already have our Foamie range
for this, but if all goes to plan we should
have something pretty exciting coming
into production soon.

Andy Campbell also impresses me; his
ability to throw around boards that most
people think are not built for turning
intrigues; and I can see it takes a lot of
knowledge and skill to do this. I also have
a great respect for our team rider over in
Cork. We donated a FatStick iSUP to assist
in his Coastal & River Cleans and he works

It wasn’t too tricky setting up shop. Back
then there wasn’t really a cheaper option
so I had people interested from the start
to my surprise and delight. I guess
nowadays is far more tough as there are a
huge amount of brands starting up on a
monthly basis offering the affordable
direct sales model FatStick was built on.
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I think providing excellent customer
service and high quality products is key;
myself and my team try our best to do
this whenever we can.
The main thing that’s changed is that SUP
is almost becoming a household item in
my opinion. The market is bigger, but the
competition higher. I think it’s becoming
more tricky to sell kit; FatStick is fairly
well known now with a supportive
customer base and I think that helps.
For most paddlers the performance
inflatable SUPs offer is good enough
despite not being quite as good as hard
boards. I guess for the majority of people
the practicalities of storage and durability
outweigh the need for extra performance.
In terms of 2018 we will focus on
tweaking designs we already have in
place to make sure we are responding to
customer’s needs. As mentioned earlier
we are currently working on producing
harder wearing solid boards for hire
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facilities or families with children to take
some of the worry away from protecting
their pride and joy. We already have the
‘Enduro Thermo Composite’ SUP and our
popular Foamie SUPs, but we are now
having a crack at producing a bamboo
veneer, epoxy looking board that will be
extremely strong without too much extra
weight. This is due to a high number of
our customers loving our wood designs,
but ultimately requiring extra strength
that classic fibreglass construction can’t
always deliver.
We now have a couple of distributors
overseas; Spain and Dubai. This is
obviously fantastic for FatStick as it
increases out brand footprint and brings
affordable kit not just to UK paddlers, but
to others further afield.
Loads of people from all walks of life are
getting into paddling and that’s great
news! The consequence of this is a huge
focus within the industry on boards that
can “do it all”. This is because people
often do not have the funds to buy lots of
differing boards for each condition
Mother Nature may throw at
them.
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Foiling

Waves are my favourite but any time on the
water is a good time. I love sharing the
experience of paddling by taking newbies
out and watching them experience this
incredible sport for the first time.

On the surfing side of things there is still a
tendency to go as small as you possible
can; much like prone surfing culture. I’m
also waiting to see if foiling takes on,
however, the lack of empty line ups and
danger presented to other water users
might be slowing its growth.

Ambition
I have a burning ambition to see FatStick
succeed and grow and not purely for
financial reward. FatStick is kind of an
extension of me, my baby almost and I
want to see her thrive. I would love FatStick
get to the stage where it is viable to
support/employ others. This will take a bit of
burden off me, but also mean that the
company giving back to others and of
course the UK economy.

I’m a heavy chap and need some volume
under me. No surprise I’m on a FatStick
board: 10’2 x 32 x4.5 Wave Fish. I really enjoy
this board as it is loose for its size on a wave
due to its Fish profile adopted from prone
surf designs. It also will handle flat water
paddling here and there when I need it to.
Most of the time during the winter I surf on
the Dorset reefs in the Purbecks. It’s a very
well-known place with good waves. It’s
obvious where I am talking about, but I
won’t name it in a magazine as it upsets
some individuals. Like many spots now it is
struggling with overcrowding issues and a
divide between SUP and prone surfers.

On a more personal level I wish to see my
own board skills improve, especially when
surfing. I recently surfed my SUP on a pretty
notorious wave in South Cornwall. It was only
pretty small, but still presented its own
challenges and it was a little ambition of
mine ticked off when I caught a wave there.

I have another son on the way so I think
jumping on a plane with the lads to score
some glassy gems is out for now. I have just
got back from a lovely business trip from
Kefilonia in Greece. It offers incredible flat
water touring to a mountainous, cliff based
backdrop. To top it off the locals are super
friendly and the food incredible. Also the
beer is always ice cold.

Shout out
Big shout out to all my team riders! They
are always out getting great shots and
content. Thanks to Nick Kingston who has
now left to do other things but really helped
with the early set up of FatStick. I also have
to thank our team rider over in Cork. We
donated a FatStick iSUP to assist in his
Coastal & River Cleans and he works
tirelessly alongside Clean Coasts. Dave
Ludgate is a man on a mission and his
passion is infectious! A final shout out to
Andy Warner my marketing man who does
far more than his job is supposed to entail.

As a surfer at heart I would to be on a big
sailing boat in French Polynesia anchoring
at reefs and surfing perfect waves with
friends and family. Definitely on my bucket
list, but worried it maybe a dream too far
looking at the costs involved.
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23 PT
SE
London Crossing SUP Race
The London Crossing will start at Putney and finish near
Shadwell Basin – a distance of 15.5km. It’s the first SUP
race right through London. Racers will get to see many of
London’s historical sites including the Eye, St Pauls, the
Shard and the Tower from the river.

Big Ben Challenge
The Big Ben Challenge will also be
taking place on September 23rd, 2018.
Participants start at Putney Embankment
(where the famous Oxford v Cambridge
Boat Race starts) and SUP to Big Ben
and back. It’s a 20km round trip (non
racing) event open to more than 200
experienced and confident SUP paddlers.
https://www.webscorer.com/register?raceid=129223

MORE
BOARD
TIME

Words and pics:
Tony Bain

Tony

Bain
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SUP knowledge –
Get the C.L.A.P
With summer here lots of you will be thinking about heading out on group adventures.
You may or may not do this as a club or group and you may or may not have done any
SUP or paddle leader courses and gained any qualifications. Leading a group is fine till
something goes wrong. So here is a guide line, to the corner stone’s of leading a group.
What you need to be thinking about before and while you are out on the water.

C.L.A.P
No, it’s not what you are thinking. C.L.A.P is the acronym we use to remember:

Communication,
Line of Sight,
Awareness and
Position of most usefulness.
If you are really leading a group then you are responsible for the safety and wellbeing of the
group. You are providing the guidance of where, when and why you are going to paddle. If
anything goes wrong then you will be the one that will be held accountable for the
consequences of your decisions and the directions that you have given others in the group. You
will also be held responsible for the actions of others in the group that you didn’t give
instructions to do what they did.
You are also responsible to make sure that everyone in the group enjoys the paddle. Making sure
that the route, the water types, the group will experience is within the ability level of the paddlers in
the group. Being a leader is a real balancing act of decisions.
We all hope that our leisure paddles stay that way. But when the muck
hits the fan and it all goes bottom up and it ends in tears. Then as a
leader you need to have covered all the bases, for answering difficult
questions of an inquest is no easy task.
So what is C.L.A.P all about?

Communication
How a leader gets their directions and information across to members
of the paddle group. Verbally, pre, during and post paddle briefings.
Visually, maps, hand signals while on water. Sound, whistle blasts for
alarm and distant attention gaining.
A pre paddle briefing is a great idea, this helps inform everyone on
the paddle Where you are going, What you are expecting and When.
This helps everyone in the group understand what is going on, Where
it is going on and When. It is really important for a paddle leader to
get this information to everyone as then the paddle group knows
what is going on and expects the same outcome from the paddle. If
you don’t do this then you will have one part of your group doing one
thing and the other half doing what they want.
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Awareness

Don’t be afraid to communicate that same
briefing content and update it throughout
the day, or paddle. As you will certainly find
that some members of your group in the
euphoria of the moment forget your
briefing instructions and drift off as the
paddle unfolds.

There are another couple of A’s that go with
Awareness and they are Avoidance and
Anticipate. If you are aware that a paddler
at the back is slowing down you should also
be aware that the others in the group will be
moving away from the slower person. You
need to anticipate this creating a problem
for you. So to avoid the problem you may
call a paddle break to help the slower
paddler catch their breath, or just an excuse
to get the entire group together to remind
them that they all need to stick close
together.

The information that is contained in paddle
briefings will have come from the issues that
have risen from your risk assessment of the
route. i.e. that two-metre weir at the mill. The
trees overhanging the river blocking paddle
lines. That weather to expect on the paddle,
i.e. wind strengths, max/min temperatures,
just a few examples.

All these A’s can be dealt with by good
paddle planning and a good through risk
assessment of the paddle. “Whoa! What do
you mean risk assessment? We are just
going for a paddle around the point to a
cute little bay, what could possibly go
wrong?” Exactly, what could go wrong?

Line of sight
Tony Bain is a New
Zealand born, fully
qualified stand up
paddle boarding
instructor, owner of
Wales based Green
Dragon Activities and
SUP explorer of rivers
and lakes.

As a leader the person in charge, the one
carrying the responsibility for the group, it is
important that you have line of sight of
everyone in your group. That way you can be
fully aware of everything that everyone in the
group does while they are in your
responsibility. This may seem a little bit much
for just a fun friendly paddle but sadly if you
are in charge, making the decisions, planning
group stops and breaks, then you need
everyone to understand, follow and abide by
them. Staying together allows people to get
the right information at the right time.

If you have thought about all the things
that could go wrong on the paddle then
when the weather changes you will already
have a plan for that situation. When you
have someone that is starting to slow up
you have spare food or a tow line to help
them along or a cunning plan to call the
group together whilst not drawing undue
attention to a slower paddler and saving
them the potential embarrassment of
holding up the group.

If you are on the river/lake somewhere and a
group has got ahead because one of the
paddlers at the back has a problem and slowed
down then it is very easy to go out of sight or
communication distance of the leader at the
back with slower paddlers who need support
and assistance. How do you get a message to
them to stop/slow down? They are now out of
earshot, a whistle or a loud shout may not be
heard over wind or indeed just distance. This is
where our next heading comes in.
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Being Aware, of water types (at all levels)
you can expect on the planned route and
knowing the abilities of the people in your
group is a great start, it is a great start to
help you avoid the issues arising on the
paddle and being able to pre plan or
anticipate situations that may arise on the
paddle trip.
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Position of most
usefulness
This is a really interesting one. So what on
earth is the position of most usefulness?
Is there any point to being the leader of a
group, paddling down a river, getting so far
ahead of your group that you are out of sight
around the bend? Yes they can all now follow
your lead and your line. You clearly can’t
communicate with anyone, visibly with
signals, and you may be able to whistle to
them. But there may be wind so you can’t rely
on that. Is that really the position of most
usefulness for you or the group? Is it at the
back of the group watching over everyone,
where you can see all? But can they see you?
Can you communicate to everyone which
direction you need to take from the back,
probably not?
Is it in the middle where you can see the more
confident paddlers in front, the weaker less
confident paddles behind you and with a slight
turn of your head they being able to see you
clearly and copy or follow your lead? This
sounds a good idea. But you can’t see that
they are up to all the time, they could be really
struggling with difficult water, or dropping
behind in the wind as you and the rest of the
group dig deep to battle into the headwind.
Truth is: it’s all of these. It’s hard to be in the
right place all the time. The more your
paddle group is spread over distance the
harder it is for you to get round your
paddlers and to lead your group effectively.
Short paddle sections with regroups is very
effective at keeping everyone together but
can be tiresome for some. It may make you
unpopular as well. But then again it will
make you popular with others.
What makes a good leader? Someone who
is aware of the risks of the paddle, has
created a paddle plan to reduce, minimise
and/or avoid the risks that could feature on
the paddle and has anticipated likely
outcomes if the paddle doesn’t go as
planned. Someone who is aware of each
person in the group, their level of paddling
and how they are paddling in the group
during the day. That controls the group’s
momentum to the best interests of all that
are in the group, and if it doesn’t work out,
takes it on the chin, doesn’t hide behind
false statements, but openly discusses what
went wrong, why it went wrong and works
out how it could be done better in the
future. This is the way you learn, grow and
become a great leader.
Enjoy your group paddles this summer,
stay safe and paddle wisely.
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THE DOUBLE DIPPER
DAY TRIPPER
Word and pics: Joe Thwaites
Recently, possibly due to time off and being able to reflect, we’ve been
reminiscing about the good old days when a 12’ x 32” hard board was the
standard and we remember riding two boards as a tandem with a foot on each
board with one paddler at the front the other one at the back. Not only was it a
great test of strength but also relied heavily on teamwork, synchronised paddle
strokes, communication and a lot of luck.
More often than not it ended up with a big splash and boards shooting off in opposite
directions but for those 100m where it all came together and we glided seamlessly
down the river we felt a real sense of achievement.
Ahead of launching Loco’s Motion Airs we’d been speaking to Dave Adams who’d
suggested that more serious paddlers would really love an unlimited class iSUP as
not only would it have all the glide benefits of a 17’ but it would also mean they
could take endless kit on their weekend adventures. This sparked a belief that Loco
could combine these two ideas and develop a board that would be credible as a fast
and reliable inflatable expedition board but would also double up as a tandem SUP
for families and couples looking for more of a fun element.
After a couple more detailed discussions and some initial drawings a prototype was
mocked up and flown over from our factory for testing. The last month has been
really interesting talking to a variety of paddlers and getting their feedback. We
couldn’t have asked for more positivity. Of course a couple of minor tweaks have
been made as with any prototype but we’re now confident there will be a lot of happy
17’ Motion Air Tandem customers this summer.
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Fast forward to the present day and much has
changed especially in the city with a real sense
of multi-culturism and financial optimism.
There are even trendy bars, restaurants,
designer clothes shops and boutique hotels so
it’s got something for everyone. Definitely one
for the SUP bucket list!
The river snakes through the city so you can
take in all of the ancient architecture,
passing under medieval bridges with the
world famous cathedral visible in the
distance. The river is busier than you might
imagine with various collegial rowing clubs
using it to train on. Tourists can also hire
charming wooden rowing boats but its
pretty tame compared to paddle boarding
the same section of river.
Times have certainly changed since we were
at university with several undergraduates
studying outside enjoying the midweek
sunshine, sipping champagne on the river
bank but it didn’t stop Sally and Paul
attracting their attention as they glided
effortlessly past. In the interests of
transparency they both own their own hard
boards and can normally be found at the
coast; enjoying some summer cruising and
small waves in Sally’s case with Paul
preferring paddle surfing, windsurfing and
kite surfing.

Durham
As part of the testing process we were lucky
enough to catch up with Paul and Sally who
were keen to try the tandem on Durham’s
River Wear. If you’ve not paddled there
before it’s a truly magical location. Most
people know Durham for its excellent
university but the county, also know as the
Land of Prince Bishops, is steeped in history
dating back to the Romans and more
recently was known for its coal mining.

When we asked them for their opinion on
17’ Motion Air Tandem they both said it was
a completely different experience to what
they were used to. Paul went so far to say it
was one of the best days of his life! We’ll
take that one. Sally said it was such a
calming and tranquil experience with the
main challenge being co-ordinating their
stroke but once that was sorted she was
surprised just how quick the board felt but
super stable at the same time. Both
suggested that they might spend more time
together as a couple if they had one in their
quiver and could see the tandem being
perfect for touring and fitness.
They were surprised to learn that we’d had
the same board out at the coast catching
small waves just the week before. They’ve
tentatively asked to loan it for a weekend
trip to York so we’re pretty confident they
loved the board as much as we do.

For more information on
how you can secure a
tandem from as little as
£799 visit
www.locosurfing.com
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AheadChArlIE
of the
hEAd’S
May 18th-May 23rd
Words and pics: Charlie head
On May 23rd we finally completed paddling just under
100km around the Isle of Wight for a #plasticfreeisland
campaign. It was a truly special experience for a group
of inspiring characters coming together to support a
united effort to make us think of how much plastic we
consume in our daily lives and be part of the new age of
conscious adventure!
We circumnavigated the Isle of Wight over three days entirely on a
plant based diet, wild camping each night and carrying all our own
supplies. We started on Friday May 18th at @thelittlegloster
- www.thelittlegloster.com passing the stunning Needles and then on
Saturday we met up with Eds Tents at Compton Bay for
a #vegan bigpan feast and to do a beach clean with Surfers Against
Sewage and 4Ocean. After a great and fun day, we kept focused on our
mission and we continued through so many types of conditions to
make our tidal check points.
On Sunday May 20th we paddled a huge 50km non-stop (considering
that some of the group had never paddled before) through all kind of
cold, head and side wind and choppy seas but ending with a flat and
sunny drive to the finish to make our journey just perfect. All our
meals were designed by Chris@CustomUKltd
- www.theveganbuild.com and fuelled us all the way. It was a
dominant paddleboard adventure for all of us but shout out to Chris
from iSurf - Mobile Surf School who prone paddled the whole way.
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plastic
tide
#PLASTICFREEISLAND CAMPAIGN
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We filmed the experience and the lessons we learnt about our physical and mental health,
along with the fight against plastic. As soon as we started this campaign, our awareness of
what we eat and buy has changed us all to make decisions, we may not have made until we
pulled together. Our use of plastic is nothing short of a drug addiction and is choking our
waters, animals and ourselves. We are all realising our impact in the world and the effects of
our daily choices. A united journey like this can really empower us to make little changes
that can change the world.

The people involved –
Chris Mannion: owner of a surf school on the Isle of Wight who works closely with
education, mental health and environmental impact on the island and the only prone
paddler,
Chris Brennan: owner of Custom Interior Design and build team and the co-author of The
Vegan Cook book,
James Glasson: ex-pro polo horse rider but experienced paddleboarder with the most laid
back spirit of the group,
Nick McGillivray: a business leader and entrepreneur, returned to the island after over a
decade in Australia and still surfing, SUPing, sailing and scuba diving at any opportunity.

Emily Kings: an elite SUP racer and whitewater paddler who has personally competed in a
professionally trained national SUP team.
Tati ‘Coco Adventures’: specialist in long distance multi-sport, PT, sport nutritionist and
masseuse, language teacher and a funny badass inspiring female adventurer.
Craig Roderick: runs an advertising agency with a difference and an ethos to be good to the
planet.
Ben Barlow: owner of 1st 4 Electrical & 1st 4 services. Paddleboard novice before this
challenge.
Ben Cooke: runs the Little Gloster restaurant and inspired by healthy living and healthy
food.
Myself, Charlie Head: www.explorersescape.com
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Robson, Zegul and Taahe Marinee products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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Quiet corner

seeking SUP refuge on IOW’s SW fringe
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Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Tez & Fi Plavenieks
Following a hectic summer the tail end of 2017’s high season saw the
family and I (complete with new addition) looking for a quiet corner to
escape to with a spot of calm paddling thrown in the mix. As much as I (and
wife) enjoy bunting about in waves sometimes it’s just nice to stretch out
and ease back off the accelerator. With a window of idyllic weather on the
cards we had an opportunity – but where to head?
Following a scour of the interwebs the ever resourceful better half managed to nail down a decent
deal across the straits to the ‘other’ island in the distance. With Isle of Wight ferry crossings being
one of the most expensive per square nautical mile it was refreshing to have been given an
inclusive price for boat journey and accommodation that didn’t break the bank. Even though the
IOW is but a stone’s throw away from our home it hasn’t been a priority destination in the past.
Now with new born in tow, plus growing toddler, the prospect of hours to the South West didn’t hold
any appeal whatsoever. Instead a shorter hop was choice with a slumber nook of the island looking
far more inviting.
For those that know Freshwater Bay, based on the IOW’s SW corner, is a two faced spot. On this
occasion the forecast was suggesting calm seas and blue skies – perfect for a spot of mellow SUP
touring. I also checked in with Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co’s Charlie Cripwell for a bit more info
who confirmed that flat waters would be the most likely offering. Prescription delivered!
A brief Solent crossing saw the four of us land in Ryde. It was then a short hop to our
accommodation just outside Yarmouth. The West Bay Country Club and Spa is perfect for families.
Chalet style accommodation, in our case a two bedroom affair, plus access to gym, swimming pool
and spa facilities made for a brilliant set up. Yarmouth is close by with Colwell Bay, Alum Bay and
The Needles in the opposite direction – basically plenty of stuff to keep us entertained.

Coastline topography
There are plenty of spots for putting SUP style in all around the IOW but it was Freshwater Bay that
held most appeal for us. Why? Because of the coastline topography you find here. Fresh is
predominantly a reefy location with sheer cliffs flanking either end. Gin clear water makes for some
fab seabed gazing but it’s the iconic rock stack formation on the eastern side that gives Freshwater
its distinct feel. There’s beach at low tide which is good for family sand castles and sundown beers
while round the headland to the west offers paddlers some awe inspiring deep water views
complete with white cliff framing.
From point to point across the bay is only a short distance. But this was never meant to be an
exercise in smashing out the miles. With sublime weather on offer simply sweeping to and fro,
maybe doing the occasional full lap was where it was always going to be at. Fun times were had
sliding between rocky formations on the western corner out front of the Albion Hotel. Whist
paddling next to the iconic rock stack in the east makes you appreciate the scale of things.
For those with enough loot in the bank there are a bunch of properties in the area that would be
cracking for paddlers. In particular high above on the headland overlooking the main surf break
(when there’s swell that is) you can see one of these abodes that apparently costs slightly more
than an arm and leg. Further along in the opposite direction are other such properties that cash
rich weather freaks would love – some of the storms along this part of the coast can be ferocious.
Flying shingle abound!
Back to the paddling and passing the time meandering to and fro certainly allows for calm
reflection. As autumn was starting to give way to winter it was relaxing to soak up the last few rays
of sunshine in readiness for (what turned out to be) a long and cold winter. Even though there are
other paddlers that frequent this area we remained the only ones in sight during our short stay.
This shows there’s always possibility of snagging a decent quiet float with no one about.
Post-three days and it was back to our own little island and down to the daily grind. Looking back
on this trip and it was one of change for us as a family with new horizons emerging. Being able to
share this experience and give our kids a taste of our chosen lifestyle, even though still very young,
is what it’s all about as far as we’re concerned. Sometimes hardcore conditions are what’s on the
menu. At other times, however, a chilled time out is what’s needed with space to breathe, recharge
and get headspace in the zone for the continuing journey ahead. It also proves that you don’t need
to go that far for your own slice of quiet. Seek and ye shall find as the saying goes…
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All thebikes,
Bs:boards, Big Ben and the
Words: Mark Hines
This journey was a concept;
an idea; a dream. It had
evolved from what had
begun as a plan to SUP the
Danube, then coast-tocoast across Europe, then
SUP from Big Ben to the
Black Sea. Why? Why not? I
was not particularly
experienced at SUP but my
fondness for SUP grew
every time I paddled and I
had fair expedition
experience when it came to
hiking, running, sledhauling and cycling.
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Black Sea

The principles of a successful expedition
are the same regardless: get from the
start point to the finish. What could go
wrong? Well, granted there were many
things that could go wrong, and there was
a good chance I would not make it to the
finish, but what a wonderful experience it
would be just giving it a try!

English coastline
The whole section along the English
coastline was stunning, and the weather
could not have been better. Curious seals
were a common feature, and even a tiny
shark that swam alongside as I filmed it
underwater with my GoPro. The tides
mostly carried me easily along, but
desperation for miles saw me paddling
furiously for all the extra hours when
resting may have been more prudent.

Leaving London was a mission in itself, and
one of the two parts of the trip that needed
strict controls, along with the Channel
crossing. There had been risk assessments
and passage plans, and a support boat, all
provided thanks to Active360 and the
London Kayaking Company. Support SUP
comrades were with me until Gravesend.
Leaving the Thames Estuary was epic. A slow
day and time lost in Sandbanks had me
paddling without a fin out in the shipping
channel, then walking in to the Isle of Grain
at 2am along the shallows of sand and mud,
utterly exhausted yet invigorated by the
aloneness, the challenge and the calm night.
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I would sit-out the strongest of the
incoming tides, resting on beaches and
eating lunch, charging my Kindle and
camera with the sun. One break was spent
on a small sand island south of Ramsgate,
just me, my board and a seal, surrounded
by calm water and beneath a glorious sun
and blue skies. The paddling was as easy as
I could make it, but I paddled long, from
around 10am until sunset, resting out the
worst of the tide.
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It was a frustrating week and a half waiting
in Folkestone for conditions to be right for
the Channel crossing, and the delays would
have a knock-on effect that threatened the
whole expedition. When I eventually
crossed, with fellow paddle boarder and
friend Michelle, the conditions were better
than anything I had had along the coast.
The French forbid paddling in their section
of shipping lane, which was a necessary
frustration, but we were content to have
paddled what we were permitted. Dolphins
greeted us to the new coast. Alone once
more I headed north to Calais, past so
many SUPers out enjoying the surf.

Calais Canal
Half a day was lost hauling the board and all
my gear from the beach to the Calais Canal,
but once there I could paddle as early and
late as I liked, now 12-14 hours a day to
compensate for the delays. It was not enough
though. Portaging around paddler-unfriendly

locks took considerable time; sometimes an
hour and a half with multiple locks each
day. At one lock I lost an evening and
night’s paddling as the lock keeper forbade
me from getting back in the water. With
locks averaging one every 10km and a huge
southward detour to stay on the water,
some back-of-the-eyelid calculations
confirmed I was out of time. There simply
was not going to be enough distance on the
waters where I had flow with me to
compensate for these days being below
target. I needed more time or less distance.

Belgium and Rhine Valley
I sat there on the grass at the side of a
canal and shed a tear for failure. Sadness
became annoyance, annoyance became
resolve: Black Sea or bust! I had to get
there. A quick exchange of messages to a
friend at Alpkit in the UK and a bike was
being posted to me. I cycled through
Belgium and the Rhine Valley to Passau,
where I returned the bike and joined the
Danube. The cycling was magnificent,
taking me through towns I would have
missed, to festivals I could experience in a
new way, and I celebrated the new
component of the adventure.

Danube
The Danube swept me quickly out of
Germany and through Austria.The green
hillsides and medieval villages that lined
the river were astonishing; easily the
most beautiful part of the whole journey.
Portaging the locks was easier and
quicker than in France. The spill on the far
sides sometimes got me up above
10km/h, which was fantastic. I had long
been suffering with mild overuse issues in
my fingers, feet and back, but all were
kept from becoming something more. The
helpful flow made progress such a
welcome relief.
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Hungary

Bulgaria

In Hungary I was ordered off the water by
the river police, where I was told SUP was
banned. This upset me more than anything
else, and I doubt the police were too far from
me before I was swearing with a volume and
enthusiasm nobody has witnessed from me
before. A friend was nearby for filming me,
and we drove my gear to Budapest before
driving me back to where I left the river. I
hiked just over 50km and put all the gear in
again south of Budapest. SUP, cycle and
hike…whatever it takes.

In Bulgaria a foot infection came on strong
and I spent time sitting and reclining on
the board. Nights were agonising as I was
unable to sleep with the burning pain.
Topical treatments were insufficient and
my feet felt as robust as wet paper, pain
limiting how much time I could spend
standing on the board, and the skin flaking
away leaving me with sores all over both
feet. Friends and supporters urged me to
call it a day but I could not bear to quit
completely.

Serbia

Romania

From Hungary I was in Serbia; a country I
called home for the three preceding years.
Had I accepted beer, Rakia and hospitality
from everyone who offered it I would never
have reached Belgrade. The Serbs are a
fantastic people and being there was a real
highlight of the trip. One section of canyons
had microclimates that gave me some
awful weather and worse water. Some days I
could not even manage 10km, and I was
exhausted and beaten-up just for trying.

The expedition was taking more from me
than I was getting out of it and I could not
remain on the water. I left the Danube at
the border with Romania. I hired a bike
from Varna and had it posted to me, and
the next day I cycled to the Black Sea, a
journey of 150km rather than the 350km
remaining on the Danube. After a couple of
days with topical antibiotics, my feet were
improving. I took my board out onto the
Black Sea for a couple of hours. The waves
were high, and, beneath the dark clouds
the sea was certainly black, but the
paddling was magnificent.

Would I do it all again?
Absolutely, although the cycling
section across Germany is something I
would want to keep for the experience
and what it added to the journey
overall. Without a doubt this trip was
one of the best things I ever did. I
finished the trip loving SUP more than
ever.

Mark is an academic and an
adventurer, more info at
www.markhines.org
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South West home style

SUP hols
Words: Sophie Mathews
Pics: Tom Court, Sophie Mathews
Sometimes the best adventures are the spontaneous ones. The freedom to just
grab the necessities, hit the road and stop wherever you fancy can be as exciting
as a planned trip to tropical climates. Having been lucky enough to travel the
world for kiteboarding, SUP and surfing, it’s safe to say that the UK coastline is
something of a mystery to Fanatic team rider Tom Court and I. Wanting to
discover what was on offer the other side of the water from ‘home’ on the Isle of
Wight, we threw a tent and two SUPs into the back of the car and headed west on
a mission to paddle the unknown.
Our first port of call was Salcombe. Pastel coloured houses spill down the hillside to the hustle and
bustle of shops and pubs that meet the shoreline of boats as far as the eye can see. A favoured location
for die-hard sailors, the estuary creates a canvas for windsurfers, wakeboarders and SUP riders to paint.
Wheeling our inflatables through the classic British seaside town we reached the launch spot where
like-minded people where suiting up to hit the water.
Navigating out of the main harbour we picked our moment to dash across the busy channel and over to
the other side of the estuary. It was as if we had entered another world of calm. Tall overhanging trees
draped themselves over the golden sandy beaches lined by turquoise waters. Cruising along the
shoreline, I was excited to find the perfect spot for my new-found passion of strength and stability
training on my Fanatic Fly Air Fit.
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We decided to take the
small, winding, dry-wall
lined roads and comb the
coastline for hidden gems

Overall level of fitness
We’ve seen SUP yoga boom over the past
years but interestingly enough I’ve recently
discovered that replicating my gym based
bodyweight workouts on water have
significantly enhanced my overall level of
fitness. More generally the health benefits
gained from SUPing are endless. Just
cruising along improves balance, delivers a
full body workout that increases overall
strength. It gets the heart pumping, reduces
stress and due to it being incredibly low
impact, it’s a useful sport for rehabilitating
injuries and great for all ages. But above all
it’s fun! So you get all the good stuff without
feeling like you’re working too hard.
There’s no better way to relax after a SUP
excursion than finding a scenic spot and
refueling. Still with no real idea of where to
go, we stumbled upon The Winking Prawn
restaurant at North Sands beach. With its
shabby chic decor, buckets of prawns, juicy
s
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steaks and their own Prawn Juice ale, it
seemed that our impromptu road trip was
off to a great start.
Once you find a hot-spot the temptation to
stay put can often be hard to override,
especially if you don’t have your next
destination nailed down; we rose to the
challenge. Opting out of high-speed routes
to a well known destination, we decided to
take the small, winding, dry-wall lined roads
and comb the coastline for hidden gems.
Our quest to paddle quiet inlets led us to
Newton Ferrers.

A slice of tranquility
A little further on from the better known
Mothecombe we discovered a little slice of
tranquility – just 10 miles short of
Plymouth and surrounded by ancient
woodland and creeks. The village itself sits
on the banks of the beautiful Yealm Estuary
and the picture-perfect scenery of thatched
79
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exists, there was little that tickled our
fancy so we decided to move on.

cottages, ancient history and waterside
pub The Ship made it the perfect place
to stop and explore the charming
Newton Creek.

The only place we had hoped to pass
through was Croyde. Having both
experienced the firing swells that grace
the impressive horseshoe shaped beach
during surf season along with the vibing
evening charm, we were curious to see
what was on offer during the more
popular summer months.

Polzeath
Deciding to skip Lands’ End we crossed
over to North Devon where, with an air of
nostalgia and the evening closing in we
decided to turn off to Polzeath, a
minuscule Cornish town that plays lead
role in my first childhood memories of
sandy beaches and boogie boards. The
weather was not in our favour as the
imminent forecast of high winds and
torrential downpours fast approached.

Sensational sunset
Eager to get there, we managed to find
a replacement tent on route, as well as
the favoured beachside campsite that
we were so familiar with. There was just
enough time for a dip in the sea before
finding a spot on the cliff to watch that
sensational sunset that Croyde is
famous for.

Manically pitching our tent as the
drizzle turn to rain and intensified every
second, our attempt to batten the
hatches and settle in for the evening
was smashed to pieces as the front zips
blew off, quickly followed by the whole
tent falling to the floor. If I didn’t laugh I
would have cried, but in that moment I
was proud to be British.

There were a few things I learned on this
trip. One was that last minute weekend
getaways do not need to be planned in
order to have a good time. The second
was that the sport allows you to see
places that you wouldn’t otherwise be
able to reach. And the final thing was
that SUPing will improve your fitness
even when on holiday. A great success
all-round!

It was interesting to revisit a place so
popular and see how it changes over the
course of a few decades. I didn’t
remember there being so little but with
so many people! Although it was great
to reminisce and see that the place still
s
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Become
a Member

Be a part
of British
Canoeing
Join today at:
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

Call our membership team on:
00
T: 0300 0119 500
Join us online at www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

#strongertogether

Photo: Marko Butraković
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SUMMER ACCESSORIES

Summer SUP accessories
to keep you stoked on
paddling this season
Whether you be a flat water mile grinder, cylindrical
barrel snaffler or everyman flat water floater the
following range of accessories will keep you
paddling comfortably this season.
Sharkskin waterwear
Sharkskin are an Australian brand new to
the UK SUP market. Offering a range of wet
pants/strides, long sleeve rashvests, tank
top style rashies and neoprene socks
Sharkskin apparel will keep you warm and
toasty when thermometer readings are on
the cooler side. Wear instead of a shorty
wetsuit and layer up as necessary.
Price enquiries and info:
www.liquidsports.co.uk/products/sharkskin

Protest his ‘n’ hers
boardshorts, bikini and
compression sets
As temperatures soar it’s time to
remove that unnecessary
neoprene wetsuit. Paddling in
warmer weather ultimately means
you need less protection (albeit
still something). Long time
surf/outdoor brand Protest’s line of
his ‘n’ her water wear is perfect for
the warm season with a range of
boardies, bikinis and compression
sets that’ll have you looking ready
for action as well performing great.
Price:
Quentin boardies: £34.99
Ward boardies: £39.99
Sawyer boardies: £59.99
Matakana bikini: £39.99
Skeeby leggings: £59.99
Info: www.protest.eu
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SUMMER ACCESSORIES
Boatworld high pressure
electric SUP pump
Let’s face it. We’re all bored of inflating and
deflating air boards manually so why not
invest in an electric pump and take the
hassle out of getting afloat? Boat World’s
offering plugs into 12V car/van sockets as
well as attaching to car/van batteries. Turn
dial to desired setting, plug in and take a
load off. Before you know it you’re iSUP will
be ready to go.
Price: £99.95
Info: www.boatworld.co.uk/boatworldsuper-high-pressure-sup-boat-pump

Quiksilver/Pacsafe X
anti-theft 40L backpack
Offering all manner of internal storage
compartments, including a dry bag for
stowing wet gear, this collaboration
between surf giant Quiksilver and luggage
manufacturer Pacsafe offers peace of mind
when at the beach and about town. A nifty
zip locking system ensures bags can’t be
opened by shifty handed types and
therefore keeps essentials safe and sound.
Works well as air cabin luggage also.
Price: £149.95
Info: www.pacsafe.com/quiksilver-xpacsafe-40l-anti-theft-carry-onpack/26105100.html

Vivobarefoot Ultra 3 Bloom
amphibious footwear
Amphibious footwear is where it’s at if
you’re a stand up paddler. Being able to
walk straight from water to bar (or other
refreshment establishment) does away
with having to faff around with
chopping and changing back into
normal kicks. Made from algae based
Bloom foam they’re comfy on your
tootsies, environmentally friendly and
great looking.
Price: £60
Info:
www.vivobarefoot.com/uk/mens/offroad/ultra-3-bloom-mens?colour=
Algae%20Green&gclid=
CjwKCAjw_47YBRBx
EiwAYuKdw931HJbwieE31SRCGdlUm-bij6prw-PFy2TU4PwfQ5xVNnTyKvz
RoCqWkQAvD_BwE
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ION hi-vis NEO safety beanie
While summer may not seem the right time
for a neoprene beanie it does no harm to be
seen. ION’s hi-vis version will certainly get
you noticed which is great when out at sea
during long open distance paddles. Even
inshore wearing one is no bad thing.
Featuring a vivid luminous yellow colour and
reflective band it will, of course, keep your
bonce nice and warm when mercury levels
do drop as well as making you highly visible.
Price: £27.95
Info: www.24-7boardsports.com/ion-hi-vizsafety-beanie/?gclid=CjwKCAjw_
47YBRBxEiwAYuKdw6PvxGjc7v1TtiQ6g7cac
9Ock-4zmo7new2MzVOTLjG5KV4MUbX8
uxoCxGsQAvD_BwE

Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk

SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks
Welcome to SUPM's stand up paddle equipment test section. Here you'll find unparalleled, in depth and impartial reviews
featuring a whole raft of SUP kit fit for various purposes and riders. SUPM puts a huge amount of work into delivering these, so the
user is armed with all the necessary info. For more SUP equipment testing insights check out this vid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHvoM-2EiZY&t=50s

If you're looking at building a quiver of stand up paddle boarding kit then you can also use these tests to help. You may also want
to check out SUPM's visual guide discussing the subject of quivers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq_N9CPNcwY&t=9s

kg ie t a r

Rockstar surf –
Starboard Hyper Nut 7’8x30”x115L
As with many boards listing seemingly small dimensions how these
SUPs actually feel on the water is what ultimately makes or breaks
them for individual paddlers in question. One man’s stable is
another woman’s ‘dead in the water’, and so on. Test driving is the
only way to discern what works and what doesn’t.

Price:
£1179

Info:
http://star-board-sup.com

With its wide nose and tail, plus
30” of width, there’s no shortage
of stability. Paddling position is
key during the act of getting out
back as there’s a specific sweet
spot (for heavier paddlers at least).
Once located it’s efficient through
white water, the board’s nose lifting
above flotsam and helping make
headway to the take off.

CONCLUSION
Top notch manufacturing and
attention to detail Starboard’s
Hyper Nut 7’8 is a small package
that delivers big on performance –
especially in less than ideal surf
conditions. With speed on tap,
particularly through bottom turns,
it’s a surf platform that allows
critical pivoting turns and flat
spray chucking slashes in all
manner of surf environments. We
loved hitting inside close out
sections, the HN’s wide nose
corking the board back out of the
brine from steep come downs. For
those wanting to look like surf
rockstars in cruddy conditions
here’s your weapon of choice.
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Advanced SUP surfers will
appreciate the Hyper Nut’s tail
squirting prowess – even in small
mushy swell. Generating speed
off the bottom in readiness for
that key lip hit is where the Hyper
Nut shines. If you’re a wave rider
looking to get out in any kind of
conditions then having access to a
board like Starboard’s Hyper Nut
7’4 will see you notching up plenty
of days that you wouldn’t normally
sniff at.

b o a r d s

In position it’s a case of picking your
wave of choice. Sitting slightly more
critically yields best results in terms of

easy wave pick ups. Once on a
wall the 7’8 zooms for the
shoulder and allows for all
manner of nippy turns and
cutbacks. As with the brand’s 9’
it’s a board that flatters the rider
and allows for easy progression
within SUP surfing. That’s not to say
it’s any less critical through carves –
it isn’t. But it’s nice to have a
comfort blanket when looking to
hone skills.

s h e d : h a r d

After last issue’s review of Starboard’s 9’ Hyper
Nut (which we loved BTW) it was time to take
one of its smaller siblings for a run out.
Falling just short of 8’ the 7’8 Hyper Nut
is a compact yet level platform that
spins on a dime (flat water). This is
great for manoeuvrability but will
take a bit of getting used for riders
dropping to this size for the first
time. That said after a short
initiation period it’ll be gotten
used to.

Chameleon carver –
Loco Inca 9’6 x 27” x 115L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

It’s been a while since we last laid hands on a Loco sand up paddle
board. In that time the NE based UK brand have updated their
graphical livery and added a few new sleds to their roster – the Inca
9’6 we’re reviewing here being one such model.

flat, which aids get up and go,
building of speed once on a wave
and goes some way to helping
(again) with stability.
During testing we weren’t confronted
with the biggest of swells – waist
high at most. Yet the Inca picks up
and drops into waves efficiently and
builds speed with minimal rider input.
For those into auto pilot gliding the
Inca 9’6 will service your needs fine. If
you only stick to this style of riding,
however, you’ll be missing a trick…

Billed as a lighter weights or skilled rider
longboard surfer the Inca 9’6 is only
27” wide, which may put some off.
Before you stop reading, however,
consider the Inca’s 9’6 worth of
length and wide tail offsets some of
that perceived instability creating a
much more composed platform than
you’d think.

Price:
£999

Info:
https://locosurfing.com/pr
oduct/2018-loco-incastand-paddle-boardwindsup/

Whereas Loco’s 10’ version reviewed
here https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2017/02/24/easy-steezy-loco-inca10ft-x-29-x-142l-review/ erred more
towards the nose riding end of the
longboard surf SUP spectrum the 9’6 is
a new school slasher that loves a full
power whip off the top. We were
beaming having discovered the
amount of spray chucking you can
achieve if stomping on the tail – and
not right on the tail block either. The
Inca 9’6 rides well from a further forward
stance as well as right on the tail. Add to
the fact you can add sail via the
integrated mast track, for wind enhanced
surf riding, and you have a nifty summer
surf toy for a wider audience than you’d
imagine.

As such sweeping to the peak in calm
waters is a doddle. Big boned
individuals may have to use an offset
stance but that shouldn’t surprise.
Even in moderately choppy seas the
Inca 9’6 has a decent amount of
secondary stability which should see
a dryer ride than you’d normally get.
It’s also got a good deal of glide, once
a few paddle strokes have lifted it from
stationary.
Another trait to note is the Inca’s
relatively flat rocker. There’s enough kick
in the nose and tail to aid manoeuvrability
and avoid pearling on steep sections. But
through the majority of the board it’s pretty

CONCLUSION
Looking bold and aesthetically
striking Loco’s Inca 9’6 x 27” is a
wave riding vehicle that shouldn’t
be misunderstood. With more
stability than initial perceptions
suggest many paddlers will be
able to make use of the efficient
new school wave riding properties
it possesses. Loose and fluid round
the break it’s a longboard surfer
with shortboard performance
traits. Chuck in additional
windSUP versatility and it’s smiles
miles wide.
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On first look the Kaimana 11’ appears to
bear touring SUP traits, and while we did
indeed put this to good use it’s a much
more hybrid board, with plenty of
crossover potential than you’d
assume. Having spent a considerable
amount of time aboard the Kaimana
we found it’s an impressively adept
surfer. Waves up to around head high
are perfectly applicable for the 11’.
But more on this in a mo.

Price:
£1500

Info:
http://hyprnalu.co.uk/
kaimana.html

29.5” may not suggest the Kaimana
a stable platform for some but trust
us when we say most intermediate
sweepers will have no issue keeping
afloat. The overall design of the
Kaimana adds a good deal of
secondary stability and as such allows
pilots to focus on the job in hand. From
the off it glides impressively with
efficient tacking. That said you can

A true chameleon of a board, with
equal flat water paddling prowess
and wave sliding performance Hypr
Nalu’s Kaimana 11’ holds big
favour with us here at SUPM.
Distinctive looks and user friendly
it’s a SUP that many intermediate
to advanced riders will find favour
with. For riders who dabble with all
aspects of stand up – from surf to
touring – Hypr’s Kaimana 11’ could
be your go to sled.
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As mentioned the 11’ is an impressive
wave slider for the type of SUP it is. The
board’s length ensures super early wave
pick ups. You can, of course, sit a little
more critically, but you’d be missing
some sliding time. Snagging waves
from way out is extremely fulfilling –
just don’t be a wave hog when others
are about.
Once on a wave you’ll be surprised
just how much manoeuvrability the
Kaimana 11’ has – especially when
riding right off the tail. Paddlers will
have to push slightly harder through
turns but spray chucking is certainly
possible. We enjoyed a number of
overhead days aboard the 11’, in some
cases waves with decent shape which
highlights how well it sits in the pocket.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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really liven up the ride on flat water by railing
the board onto one side. There’s room for
stowing some essentials up front should you
fancy a longer jaunt, although we suggest not
fully loading the Kaimana – if this is your
preference then you’ll need a bit more ‘board’
to accommodate.

s h e d : h a r d

We’ve featured a number of Hypr Nalu Hawaii boards with the
Kaimana 11’, reviewed here, being a continuation of this trend. As
is the case with all Hypr Nalu boards the Kaimana looks great with
its wood veneer finish, dragon graphics and distinct (patented)
deep hull concaves. It’s also a light board, relative to its 11’ length.

kg ie t a r

Functional fun –
Hypr Nalu Hawaii Kaimana
11’ x 29.5” x 172L
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b o a r d s

Nothing fluffy –
Mistral Cloud Nine 9’2 x 32L x 145L
lay rail. Only when you come off
the top on particularly vertical
swells do you remember how
much volume the board has
packed in. That said
controlling carves and
finishing off turns properly
isn’t hard. If you’re a paddle
surfer looking to progress then
it’s a surf SUP that’ll help aid
and allow riders to develop all
those necessary skills.
Transitioning from this to an
even more performance
orientated wave rider wouldn’t be
as significant a jump as with some
either.

Picking up Mistral’s Cloud Nine (geddit) surf SUP you wouldn’t think it
was 32” x 145L. Even with a full deck pad it feels light as a feather
and looks good to boot with its vivid graphical livery. If you haven’t
seen a Mistral sled of late then you’ll be pleased with what you find
here: top notch manufacturing and attention to detail given to all
the right places. Don’t misunderstand the Cloud Nine, however,
because as much as it’s a performance ripper it’s also user friendly
to the layman.

Price:
£1460

Info:
https://shop.mistral.com/pro
ducts/cloud86?variant=32838915986

Stepping aboard and the CN feels lively
from the off. Quality 2+1 thruster fins
protrude from the tail helping make
this so. There’s a notable amount of
nose rocker that does slightly slow
forward momentum, but it’s
nothing you won’t get used to
quickly.

Back on the wave and we found with
a more cylindrical wave shape the
Cloud Nine slots beautifully into the
pocket. As such we’re pretty
confident you could use the 9’2 as a
step up machine for bigger surf –
the additional length and volume
helping paddlers get in early but
still having the necessary curve for
when lips throw. Heavy weights will
also approve of the CN’s spray
chucking capabilities and it possibly
provide a one board only surf SUP
quiver.

Picking up your first wave(s) and
riders will be surprised at how
easily you can make the drop.
Once on an open face that light
weight translates to a supremely
throw about board that belies its
physical dimensions. Yet again, we
stress, (as we say frequently) dims
mean nothing versus the actual feel
of a board/paddle on the water.
The Cloud Nine loves to be worked
from the tail and will reward physical
paddlers wanting to whip it into lips and

CONCLUSION
The most performance orientated
Mistral we’ve used to date the
brand’s Cloud Nine sled is worth a
look for anyone into slaying waves.
Lighter paddlers will find it a bunt
about vehicle for smaller swells,
whilst bigger boned riders are
poised to discover a wave machine
that gives manoeuvrability without
said paddler requiring the balance
of an acrobat. Packing more
performance and volume/width
into SUPs is certainly a way to
encourage paddlers into the wave
riding area of stand up without too
technical a piece of kit putting
riders off.
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Premium performance –
O’Shea GTX Fusion Lite
12’ x 34” x 340L

O’Shea boards are always distinctive and
the GTX is no exception. With its yellow,
black and grey livery it’s very familiar
and reflective of other O’Shea boards
we’ve tested. The GTX is designed as
an out and out touring board which is
obvious as soon as you roll it out of
the well made bag. There are its two
sets of carry straps at the front and
back of the board making it efficient
for portaging, should that be
necessary. It’s easy to inflate and the
dual action pump achieved 15 psi
quickly and efficiently. With this
amount of air the GTX feels perfectly
stiff and rigid.

Price:
£879

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/
isupboards.html

As with every O’Shea we’ve tested it’s
a really well made board, with plenty
of reinforcement in key areas. That
does transfer to a slight weigh gain, but
riders should have peace of mind that
it’ll stand up to a degree of knocks and
scrapes. So plan your route, stuff gear into
dry bags, lash them to the deck of the O’Shea

CONCLUSION
We’re always happy to see an
O’Shea board land at SUPM Towers –
the brand’s GTX tourer being no
different. Straight out of the bag
and it’s what we expect as far as
manufacturing goes with O’Shea
products. Once inflated it’s ready
for action, looking fit for purpose.
On water performance is on point
with the GTX displaying a load up
and go attitude that paddling blood
hounds will appreciate.
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and you’re sorted for several days
of full on touring. Freedom and
adventure await!
The board paddles really well, holding
a straight line with ease and feeling
quite responsive in the water. This
isn’t a board built for speed though.
It’s efficient and glides/tracks well
but the GTX is more about crunching
miles with your essentials and
plenty of stability in mind. As such
heavier weight novices will find the
GTX a composed, well mannered
ride. It’s an iSUP that works well in
choppy open tidal waters whilst
remaining extremely capable and
efficient when transferring to
sheltered inland stretches. If you’re
searching for a board that can clock up
miles without you having to think then
look no further than O’Shea’s GTX.
Focusing on what’s round the next bend,
is after all, the real game.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Manufactured in Fusion Lite lay up, so being light yet robust,
O’Shea’s GTX inflatable tourer is a SUP that’s been put to good use
by Tony Bain of late: all round SUP luminary and contributor of
knowledge to this very mag. As is the norm O’Shea’s GTX is a top
shelf piece of kit that will fit many scenarios and increase
paddling smiles from all corners. SUPM’s tester Rich Heathcote
took it for a spin and spills the beans’ further.

Classically rounded –
Lobster Lounge Surf Co Classic
10’8 x 32” x 4.75

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

New to the UK’s inflatable market is Kernow based Lobster Lounge.
With focus on high quality manufactured iSUPs the Classic 10’8 x
32” is billed as: ‘go anywhere, do anything’. So that should translate
to flat water sweeping as well as mellow surf sliding.

Price:
£799 (add the code SUPM to
save £50 and receive a free
electric pump)

Info:
https://lobsterloungesurf.c
om/new-index/

Laid up in durable Eco Shell material it
appears a hard wearing and robust SUP
once rolled out of its quality bag. Inflation
is standard with supplied high pressure
pump. Once blown to recommended
15PSI you get the full flavour of what
this board’s about. Flat rockered and
with very straight and vertical rails
it’s a solid looking platform rounded
out by a simple US Box fin.

Paddling forwards and the rounded nose does
push water slightly so for true zoom straight
lining you’ll need to put the hammer down with
your paddle strokes. That said it revs up to a
decent speed and even makes light work of
moderate chop when running downwind
catching little bumps. Step back onto the
tail and that rounded pin will see riders
spinning on the spot, so a good
inflatable for learning crucial pivot
turns. Some degree of focus will be
needed by the newbie to stay dry
when carrying out this exercise
as it’s not as wide in the aft
section as some. It is, however,
easy to get used to and a good
tutoring platform.

On the water and it’s 4.75”
thickness gives the board a
planted feel. This is still an iSUP, so
does float on the water as
opposed to in it, but that said it
feels well mannered and isn’t as
susceptible to choppy sea states
as some. The main volume is very
much up front with a gradual taper
down to a rounded pin. This should
give some idea of where the brand is
coming from in terms of design – it’s
very much a surf inspired shape even
though an iSUP.

Unfortunately we didn’t get
much in the way of proper
swell to test the Lobster
Lounge’s surf riding
capabilities. The few ripples
we did manage a slide on,
however, suggest it will cope
adequately. We’d like to see a
more efficient fin configuration
if this side was really pushed. The
board’s deflection (bend) is pretty
rigid though – definitely needed for
any type of wave riding.

CONCLUSION
All in Lobster Lounge’s Classic
10’8 is worth a look for anyone
thinking of stepping into the
inflatable market. Efficient on
flat water whilst coping
admirably with flotsam it can
also be used in small wave
arenas thereby displaying a
degree of versatility that
ensures maximum bang for
buck. If you’re on the look out
for a mid priced iSUP, that’s’
well manufactured and a bit
different, maybe you should
check Lobster Lounge out.
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Utilising a single layer of Dropstitch Lite
material the first thing you notice is just
how light the Pure Air Touring board is.
Feather like pretty much sums it up. For
most paddlers this in itself will be
welcome. Carrying around in its
equally well made bag is no issue –
those travelling overseas and wanting
an inflatable toy whilst away should
definitely have a gander at the 11’6.

Price:
£699

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/
pure-air-touring/

With no bells and whistles, so to speak,
such as metal D-rings and Fanatic’s
usual windsurf mast insert, the board
is very uncluttered. It inflates quickly
and is rounded off by a simple fin. Over
to Rich Heathcote for more.
‘The first thing that struck me about the
Pure Air is it feels like picking up ‘pure air’
– it really is super light to carry and you
feel this on the water as well when

CONCLUSION
If Fanatic’s Pure range is
supposedly an affordable product
then sign us up! With too many bad
quality iSUPs currently available it’s
comforting to see one of the bigger
brands do the job of tackling the
problem. Fast and loose on the water
Fanatic’s Pure Air Touring 11’6 is
satisfying for both progressing
paddlers and experienced SUPers
alike. We’d say the Pure Air Touring
11’6 is particularly good for those
jetting off on holibobs and wanting
to take easy to travel with kit.
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paddling. Each stroke propels you
forwards with ease, glide and
speed. Step back towards the tail
and it pivot turns efficiently. 31”
inches of width makes it feel
stable underfoot – novice
paddlers after something a little
more progressive than standard
round nosed beginner iSUPs could
do a lot worse than choose a board
like this. Two friends, who were
complete beginners, tried the Pure
Air Touring 11’6 and both really
enjoyed the experience. One even
came in dry after their first time out!
For experienced paddlers the 11’6 can
speed along with the best of them.
There’s a degree of nose rocker which
helps it keep clear of chop whilst the
overall high riding nature sees it
reactive to paddle strokes and zoom
along at a fair rate of knots. If water
states should become choppy the Pure
Air Touring is susceptible to buffeting,
mainly when going cross swell.
Engaging the windward rail helps
alleviate this and bring everything back
under control.’

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Fanatic’s Pure range is simplistic, affordable and economical. The
brand’s no frills line includes the Pure Touring 11’6 which we’re
looking at here. Based on the popular Ray design it’s still a premium
iSUP from a premium brand – don’t confuse cheap with
affordable.

kg ie t a r

Paddling purity –
Fanatic Pure Air Touring
11’6 x 31” x 299L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

More than a lot –
RRD AirRace 12’6 x 29” x 315L V4
RRD’s AirRace 12’6 comes looking distinct with typically vivid
graphics, something the Italian watersports brand are noted for. As
with premium inflatable SUPs the AirRace looks fit for purpose
with attention given to all detail. The board is built with a thermo
plastic belt stinger (TPB) on the deck which works in compression
and sits next to a sandwich Dyneema belt (SDB) which extends
along the bottom. One other thing to note is the addition of
rearward hard release rubber rail edge. Whilst not exclusive to
RRD they’re one of the few to be using this feature on their
inflatables. It’s another example of a light weight board that
all paddlers will welcome. Over to Rich Heathcote for more.

AirRace seems to hover just above
ripples making it a good option for
anyone predominantly paddling at
coastal venues.

The AirRace is very distinctive with black
and white RRD livery. It’s quick and hassle
free to pump up and felt stiff and rigid at
15PSI. I liked the elastic stowage chord
that makes it more versatile than simply
being a racing SUP. With good stability it’s
also efficient for some fast touring which
is becoming more and more popular.

Price:
1180€

Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.co
m/equipment/supsurf/inflatableboards/airace-v4/

It’s a fairly maneuverable platform
but is really a straight line machine
for getting where you need to go
quickly and without fuss – whether
racing or cruising. For those looking
to compete without the hassle of
transporting a hard 12’6 board this
would be ideal. You could still be
competitive on an iSUP like this with
the advantage of being able to
deflate once finished! I also think
those who want to paddle effortlessly
for a day’s touring would love this
board. You could cover some distance
quickly, smoking your mates at the
same time…

On the water the board felt really alive. As
said it’s stable enough for most and cuts
through the water with its unique nose
shape. It also glides and tracks superbly,
that rearward hard rubber edge helping. A
flat rocker improves the board’s speed
and it should also be noted the AirRace
smooths out chop with the hammer down.
Even though it’s a pretty flat iSUP the

CONCLUSION
RRD’s AirRace 12’6 is an
example of what a premium
brand are doing with their high
end inflatable models. Check
out the construction techniques
online and you’ll see what we
mean – a world away from
cheap iSUPs we’re sure you’ll
agree. Translating this to
performance and you have a
board that’s quick and really
cuts through on the straight, the
incorporated hard release
rubber rail benefitting. So race,
yes, but tourers should also
take note as it’s an efficient
board for day or longer
excursions with essentials in
tow. More than just a one trick
pony then…
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Safety first –
FatStick Rescue 11’2 x 30”
We’ve seen a few boards of this type during the past few months.
When you think about it inflatable rescue SUP boards make
complete sense. Being applicable to a wide range of scenarios,
from flat water to surf, the biggest positive is the craft being
inflatable and therefore not as much of hazard as hard composite
boards – especially where waves and casualties are concerned.

Price:
£699 (discounts available
for pre-ordered volume
orders)

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com
/shop/inflatable-rescueboard-112/

So how does she paddle? Extremely
efficiently as it happens. Even
though it’s billed as a rescue SUP FS’s
11’2 would make a good hybrid touring
board. The slightly elongated nose and

CONCLUSION
We can quite easily see inflatable
SUPs becoming the norm as far as
rescue craft goes on coastal
beaches and inland water alike.
FatStick’s version is an efficient
paddler that pulls on touring board
elements to make it as such. It’s
also pretty adept at catching
bumps. The additional air chamber
is a neat safety feature and the
underside stringer increases the
board’s tracking no end. All in it’s a
board that everyman paddlers will
find favour with whilst having the
additional benefits of being a
rescue orientated sled.
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features mentioned above see it
performing well across all water
states. In particular it shoots
downwind with the best of ‘em. We
didn’t get a chance to try in proper
waves but can assume it glides
well on swell and would deliver
pilots and their rescues back to
the beach quick smart.
As a stand alone board there’d
be nothing wrong using FS’s
rescue sled as SUP for covering
miles and touring about your
local ‘hood. You may get odd
looks from others due to its
vivid yellow and the word
RESCUE scribed on the deck and
hull. But that shouldn’t out you
off. That said FS are firmly aiming
this board at the outdoor industry
and the need for quality safety
equipment on hand. Still fun to paddle
about in normal SUP mode though.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

FatStick’s version comes rocking and
ready at 11’2 in length with standard
inflation via high pressure pump.
There’s a secondary air chamber up
front designed to keep it floating
should rapid decompression occur.
Two leash points, both nose and
tail, give increased security, and
an additional plastic stringer on
the underside increase tracking
through rough water. A number
of grab handles complete the
package, although a couple of
extra at the mid-section wouldn’t
have gone amiss. (We appreciate
this was a proto version we tried,
the final product being tweaked
as we speak).

Red Original
Watertight Cool Bag
https://redoriginal.com

OK so firstly the price. The medium cool bag that
we tested retails for £160, with the large costing
an extra £20. Expensive, I hear you say but what
you get is a shed load of ideas and build quality for
your money.
Both bags are designed to attach themselves very
securely to your board via a luggage tensioning system,
whether that be a Red Paddle or from another
manufacturer and when we say secure, we mean secure,
they’re rock steady.
The adaptability of these types of boxes can be enhanced as
much by what’s on the outside as well as the inside. What
you get are two external pockets, the front one being for
something like a bottle and the rear one for bags of
whatever you’re taking. Either side of both pockets are
webbing daisy chains, which you can attach any type of kit
that can be secured with a carabiner or bungee.
play their part. Reinforced carry handles combined with a
tough sturdy construction and finished off with a YKK Aquaseal
waterproof zip means this bag can take anything you’ll throw
at or in it and it all stays dry.

Of course with a full bag and external items, the bag can
become quite heavy. That’s where the quality of the materials

CONCLUSION
Did we mention it insulation capabilities? Well it’s probably what
your first question would be, so let me put your mind at rest – the
Cool Bag is tops in that regard. The thermal lock insulation keeps
everything as cold as you would expect, except for longer. We used
ice packs alongside three six-packs and left them overnight and
most of the next day. The beers were still fridge temperature 20
hours later. Like we said, you get what you pay for and in this case
it’s worth every penny. If you want the perfect SUP day where you
take your lunch, liquid refreshment and the rest of the tittle tattle,
then this is your cool box.
Medium : 18 litre - L:380mm; W:300mm; H: 370mm - £160
Large: 30 litre - L:560mm; W:300mm; H:370mm - £180

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

“You get what you pay for,” was one of my father’s
favourites and this sentence very neatly sums up
both of these top notch bags from Red Paddle Co.
subsidiary named Red Original. They have produced
a whole range of accessories for every type of SUP
experience. We’ll start with the bags and move
onto the smaller items in the next issue of SUPM.
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Red Original
Deck Bag
https://redoriginal.com

Horses for courses with this deck bag. Take everything we’ve said
about the Cool Box in terms of quality of product, construction YKK
zips, etc and apply it to the Deck Bag. The Cool Bag is for food and
drink and the deck bag is for your towels, spare clothes, phones,
keys and other small items that you need to keep safe and dry with
the 22-litre capacity making sure it all fits.
Attaches to your deck in the very same way as the Cool Bag, so it
means in fact that you can strap one to the back of your board and
the other to the front if you’re looking at spending a couple of days
on the water and being well equipped with everything you need.
Again there is the same strips of webbing for external items and
two large external pockets with draw cords either side plus the
bonus of a very handy top mesh pocket for those items you want to
quickly access at times.
Welded seams and high density TPU fabric, combined with the YKK
zips means water is repelled at every level.

BE SAFE – BELT UP

CONCLUSION
Both bags are very stylish and ooze quality all the way but above all
they have been really well thought out with attention to detail. Two
years ago I lost my £700
SLR due to a faulty
waterproof bag, so for me
you cannot really put a price
on keeping everything safe
and dry and in short should
really be a no-brainer
considering all the ‘extras’.
Price: £115
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You want peace of mind on the water
but don’t want a bulky buoyancy aid.
The Glide sits comfortably out of the
way and inflates instantly when you
need it – the first ISO approved
inflatable waistbelt PFD.

Slick Rick
Hamboards Fish

side to side in the process. That
said it didn’t really strike us as
a distance board. We had
way more fun sweeping
tight spaces and carving
with all manner of slides,
front and backside.

h t t p : / / w w w. l a n d p a d d l e u k . c o . u k

We couldn’t resist
putting the Fish
through its paces on a
ramp. Unfortunately
this didn’t work as well
as hoped, which is
hardly surprising. There’s
no kick block on the tail,
or rocker/camber, the Fish
being pretty flat on the deck.
And the board’s weight
doesn’t really allow for tight
tail led pivot turns. Instead it
was back to the flat for us and doing what the Fish does best.
(Note: more skilled riders may be able to throw the Fish around
on an incline).

Hopping aboard and the looseness of the ride is tangible.
Being able to rail right over on an edge, to the point where the
sides may be about to touch the tarmac, is off putting to start
with. Many land paddlers won’t have been aboard something
so wobbly – read manoeuvrable. Give it chance, however, and
pretty soon you’ll dial into the board’s carving ability. Before
long you’ll be whizzing about all over the place, banging in
snappy turns and swivelling on a six pence (this isn’t an
exaggeration. You really can carve/turn almost on the spot with
the Hamboards Fish).
Something else paddlers may be unfamiliar with (at first) is
how easy it is to slide the tail out. With the brand’s Classic we
thought we’d found the ultimate sled for busting loose but the
Fish takes it to a whole new level. Carve hard, push slightly, and
whip the board into a proper carving slide. For those with heavy
footed tendencies and not looking to slide you’ll need to back
off the gas a touch for standard
carving. But that’d be missing
the point of the Fish.

CONCLUSION
The Hamboards Fish is probably one of the best land paddle boards
we’ve used for flat land paddle surf mimicking. Having tested a raft
of land paddle boards over the last few years we’ve used a variety of
sleds that are really carver/sliders, yet none quite as efficient as
the Fish. Turning on a dime, with tail releases at will, it’s super fun,
forgiving and a tool that’ll get riders into this side of the sport in
fun fashion. Thanks to Gary at Land Paddle UK for the demo gear.
Price: £249

In a straight line riders
can keep the momentum
going easily, edging from

Info: http://www.landpaddleuk.co.uk/longboards/68-hamboardsfish-natural-bamboo-longboard.html

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

We loved the Hamboards Classic – the biggest of the HB’s line
up – so it was with eager anticipation the brand’s Fish model
was about to land. When it did, and as with all Hamboards
gear, it’s noticeable just how substantial everything is. Wide
robust decks, super tough trucks and oversize wheels designed
to roll and roll. They mightn’t be the cheapest skaters in the
world but you do get bang for buck.
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
‘PEACE OF MIND’
INSURANCE COVER

Board & SUP
insurance at the touch of a button

www.craftinsure.com
or call: 03452 607888
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

LEARN TO SUP
WITH YELLOW BELLY

SUP SCHOOL
With Stand Up Paddleboarding being
one of the world’s fastest growing sports
its only natural that Lincolnshire’s scenic
rivers and drains should be used for the
progression of the sport. Yellowbelly SUP
are committed to offering the highest
quality SUP lessons to people of all
ages. Whether you are 8 or 80, we have
a lesson that will suit you.

www.yellowbellysup.co.uk
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If you want to be in with a chance of nabbing your very own copy
then head across to the subscription page where you can buy a
single issue or sign up for a year. Go on, you know you want to!
http://www.windsurfingukmag.co.uk/
windsurfing-uk-subscriptions/
Buy the print version and get the digital edition for FREE!
Combined with the digital version, and our website, we
think we’ll have you covered!
To buy the digital issue of the magazine separately and
SAVE 60% on the print price go to:
https://www.joomag.com/magazine/
windsurfinguk/M0042074001475579769

